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Abstrat
Audio reognition is still not totally reliable in disturbed ambient, i.e. with noise presene
or even with the presene of more than one speaker.
The aim of this projet is to strengthen this proess by making use of the stereo image
signal obtained by a stereo amera, in our ase, the Point Grey Bumblebee amera. In
order to do this, a detailed desription of the bakground theory used in the proess is
provided, as well as a guide of the Software Development Kit (SDK) Pakages given by
Point Grey, whih is the manufaturer of the amera.
This thesis deals with the ahievement of an adequate frame rate grabbing proess, en-
abling the reation of a set of 3D harateristis in order to use them for future testing in
a MATLAB (MATrix LABoratory) environment and failitate the voie aknowledgment
rate among noise impat.
Using the stereo vision theory we an enable the prevention of the problems derived
from the typial fae and body movements while speaking, thus, make this proess
more realisti and strong. This information will be exlusive for eah image and se-
quenes of images. The more robust vision is obtained, the more preise results will be
ahieved.
The main task in this thesis is making the stereo amera ontrollable, inluding grabbing
the images and doing stereo proessing in an appropriate frame rate for the sampled audio
signal, whih is onsidered to be 15-20 Frames Per Seond (FPS).
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1 Preamble
1.1 Introdution
Improving the robustness of speeh reognition taking into aount noisy environments
an be ahieved through the use of the orresponding visual information aording to
Stork & Henneke [SH96℄. In fat, video represents an alternative information soure that
omplements audio and is not aeted by the same fators. As humans ommuniate them-
selves using a mix of both methods, it is not suh strange idea to mix both, audio and
visual, information soures. It has been extensively investigated, in fat, a huge number of
researh projets in this eld have been arried out, Smelee [Sme96℄, MGurk & MaDon-
ald [MM76℄ and Petajan et al. [PBB
+
88℄, and more reently Potamianos et al. [PNLM04℄,
among others.
Nevertheless, visual information researhes are not onsidering real onditions but on-
stant fae and body movements or noise and signal distortions. Ideally, a 2D image should
provide enough information for the purpose of obtaining a robust speeh reognition. How-
ever, aording to Gross et al. [GBMK04℄, fae reognition has been getting good at full
frontal faes and 20 degrees o, but as soon as gone towards prole, there have been
problems.
Moreover, optimum stereo visual features information beomes diult to obtain in a real
situation during a apture, due to the appearane of new olusions or hanging onditions,
as it is introdued in hapter 2.3.
As a live system is desired, the orresponding inrease of data ow has to be partiularly
taken into aount, if a determinate frame rate is required to satisfy audio features; on-
sidering that the dimensionality of the video features is normally muh higher than the
audio one.
Therefore, it is reasonable to think that the ombination of 3D visual features and speeh
information an improve the robustness of speeh reognition.
1.2 Overview
This report is organized as follows: After a brief introdution, hapter 2 presents a revision
of the dierent elds whih we have turned to for the elaboration of the present work.
1
1 Preamble
Chapter 3 provides bakground material for the rest of the thesis. It ontains basi amera
geometry theory inluding a deep study of the stereo vision. Chapter 4 desribes the
amera and the main possibilities. Chapter 5 ontains the software reated and laries
its operation system. Finally, hapter 6 disusses the onlusions and exposes the future
work.
2
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2.1 Computer Vision
The omputer vision is the eld that has the aim of programming a omputer onneted to
a sensing devie, mostly optial, and thereby make it able to see the environment and in-
terpret the extrated information. The rst studies were arried out by Larry Roberts
in 1961, who developed a program where a robot ould see a blok struture over a
table, analyze the ontent and reprodue it from other perspetive, ited by Martínez
[Mar05℄.
Dierent tasks that humans exeute automatially like fae reognition or mouth loal-
ization, have been diult to develop. At the beginning of the 90's deade, omputers
started to be fast enough to proess image information, thus, dierent researhes were
arried out in dierent elds; objets reognition, visual traking or 3D reonstrution
among others.
In order to lassify images, dierent kind of image features are sought. An ideal feature
extrator generates a representation that makes the job of the lassier trivial and its
goal is to haraterize an objet to be reognized by measurements whose values are very
similar for objets of the same ategory, and very dierent for objets of dierent ategories.
This leads to the idea of seeking distinguishable features that are invariant to irrelevant
transformations of the input.
Finding robust information aross varying intensity, shape, sale, translation, rotation,
viewing angle and talkers beomes no problem in images whih are likely to be in a
standard position (It is not natural to lassify a sh, as in the ase of the sh in gure 2.1,
using a frontal piture. All the images from the same objet are taken in the same way
due to its shape), but is not so simple when treating with three dimensional objets, like
the up of oee in gure 2.1 from Duda [DHS01℄. It is obvious that the rst piture is
more likely to be lassied than the oee up.
With the omputer vision, one of the branhes developed onsists of extrating the 3D
information of the sene and then taking advantage of this new information to reate
models of an objet or sene. Aording to Møller [Møl06℄, there are two dierent methods
to obtain this information; the ative method onsists of a system emitting power in any
frequeny range in order to obtain the range, whereas a passive method requires only to
observe the sene. A sonar and a radar are both examples of the rst one, and stereo vision
or multi-view vision are examples of the seond one.
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Figure 2.1: Examples of images with dierent simpliity of axis, Duda [DHS01℄
Passive methods are very ommon due to its low ost; only two or more ameras are
required instead of the expensive equipment of a laser or a strutured light. An example
of a use of the multi-view vision tehnique an be observed in the professional tennis,
gure 2.2, where the "Hawk eye" system is implemented. Utilizing 8 ameras loated
along the tennis ourt and overing all the possible angles, it is apable to represent in
three dimensions any ball movement inside the ourt and distinguish whether the ball has
gone out or not.
Figure 2.2: 3D representation of a tennis ball [Haw08℄.
The image reonstrution has been a lassi problem in the omputer vision and is solved
in an easy way. Utilizing a pair of ameras, we an obtain the same points in both senes,
math them and alulate the dierent distanes between them to represent the image in
the 3D spae.
Therefore, the omputer is now able of understanding the three dimensional world, whih
is more protable than the analysis of the two dimensional images.
The aim of this projet is to take prot of this passive stereo vision method in order to
obtain more sene information and to be able to use it on real time.
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2.2 Audio-Visual Speeh Reognition
The basi goal of the speeh reognition onsists of onverting a heard sentene into a
sequene of dierent symbols. The beginning of this researh eld an be dated with the
rst attempt from Alexander Graham Bell in the 1870's.
Signiant progress has been ahieved with Automati Speeh Reognition (ASR), di-
tations and medium voabulary transation proessing tasks in relatively ontrolled en-
vironments are reahed orretly. On one hand, ASR has proved to be very sensitive to
variations in the hannel (telephone handset, ellular, et.), environment (reverberation in
losed spaes suh as a ar), and style of speeh (whispered, et.). On the other hand, is
still far away from beoming a truly persuasive user interfae. One of the most promising
methods to ahieve the ASR performane loser to the human speeh pereption level
makes use of the visual information, as humans do.
Humans understand what is being said by pereiving and ombining both the visual and
the audio information. Aording to Summereld [Sum87℄, humans not only use the visual
information to obtain more info, but also to loalize the audio soure and to obtain in-
formation about the plae of artiulation, like for example, the plae of the tongue, teeth
and lips. "Plae of artiulation information an help to disambiguate, for example, the
unvoied bilabial
1
onsonant /p/ and the velar
2
/k/, the voied onsonant pair /b/ and
/d/, bilabial and alveolar
3
, respetively), and the nasal bilabial /m/ from the nasal alve-
olar /n/, whih sound very similar" (Masaro [Mas96℄). However, some other phonemes
are only distinguishable using the audio information, /t/ and /d/ or /p/ and /b/ are
observed to be produed in the same way but dier with respet to voiing. In addition,
Smelee [Sme96℄ demonstrated that the visibility of the movement of the jaw and lower fae
musle helps the speeh understanding, sine they are diretly orrelated with the sound
prodution.
This bimodal nature was demonstrated by the MGurk eet [MM76℄ where dierent visual
and audio information were proved to reate onfusion. Moreover, visual information was
demonstrated by Bernstein et al. [BDT98℄ to be partiularly important to people with
hearing problems, who use, apart from the sign language, the lips movement in order to
strengthen the ommuniation. Indeed, partiularly in noisy onditions, visual information
beomes more important than the audio during a onversation.
All mentioned fats aused a speial interest in automati reognition of visual speeh, also
known as automati lipreading or speehreading, whih utilized the speaker's mouth region
in addition to the audio hannel. "The rst studies soon showed impressive improvement
in noisy environments" (Stork & Henneke [SH96℄). In 1987 Petajan et al. [PBB
+
88℄
presented what is known to be the rst automati speehreading system, and new tasks
1
In a Bilabial onsonant, both lips artiulate it.
2
A velar sound is artiulated with the tongue and the soft palate.
3
An alveolar sound is produed by the tongue and the alveolar ridge.
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were introdued: visual features had be extrated from the speakers fae. This requires
robust fae detetion, loation estimation, traking of the speaker's mouth and lips and
extration of suitable visual features.
The sum of the audio and the visual information generates the apparition of two streams,
eah of them ontaining information of the visual or the audio soures. While audio fea-
tures are more informative, the dimensionality of video ones is normally muh higher.
This leads to diulties when basing reognition on statistial models, aused by the so-
alled Curse of Dimensionality, whih refers to the fat that the number of samples per
variable inreases exponentially with the number of variables to maintain a given level
of auray. The features should not only be valuable, i.e., informative, but also limited.
Ideally, their number should be as low as possible, without aeting their information
ontent.
Nevertheless, as introdued in 1.1, visual information beomes diult to maintain in a
real situation also. Most databases are reorded in the best possible onditions. Although
they may provide an appropriate training for new researhers, they fail to onsider onstant
fae and body movements, noise and signal distortions.
Therefore, it beomes neessary and pratial to have a real-time 3D image representation
to avoid all the named problems, despite it entails an inrease of data, whih has to be
partiularly taken into aount if a determinate frame rate is needed, as treated by Bellman
[Bel57℄. Furthermore, it is possible just utilizing a stereo amera option and reording with
a suient frame rate two images of the same sene.
2.3 Stereo Correspondene
Solving the orrespondene problem, i.e, nding for eah point of one image the mathing
point in the other image, is the hardest part of the stereo vision. One the orresponding
points have been found, relative displaement an be alulated, and, by triangulation, dis-
parity maps an be reated. The three dimensions (3D) struture an then be determined
by inverting the disparity map
4
, sine the depth is inversely proportional to the disparity
5
,
and by saling it.
The perfet disparity map does not exist. Diulties inlude mathing ambiguities due
to loally uniform intensities and semi-transparent surfaes, as well as unertain intensity
values due to the noise introdued by the imaging proess.
Partiularly, the most ommon problems are:
1. Oluded Points: Points visible from one amera may not be visible from the other.
Several objets or omplex shape lead to depth disontinuities and failed mathes.
4
A disparity map stores the depth information of eah pixel in one of the images.
5
The disparity is the dierene in an objet loation seen by both images from a stereo amera.
6
2.3 Stereo Correspondene
2. Lak of texture: Textural features are essential in order to estimate the distane,
otherwise, points may not be mathed.
3. Repetitive Texture: Wrong orrespondenes an be found when nding several
mathes, e.g. grass.
4. Perspetive Distortion: As the baseline distane inreases, the phenomenon of dis-
tortion gets worse
5. Photometri Variation: The same point might not have the same intensity due to
the non-uniform reetane properties.
6. Lighting Conditions: Points whose brightness depend on the angle of the inident
light or the angle of observation may not be mathed.
7. Camera's Bias and Gain
6
: Points have dierent intensities.
The most aeting problem from the ones mentioned above are the oluded points, points
visible only from just one amera, beause they annot be mathed, thus, disontinuities
are reated. An example an be observed in the drawn gure 2.3, where two dierent
points, P1 and P2, are observed in the right image (Pr1 and Pr2) but not in the left image
(Pl1). Pl and Pr are the origin of the left and right loal world oordinate system, Cl and
Cr are the origin of the image oordinate, f is the foal length
7
and d is the distane
between the ameras, i.e. the baseline of the amera.
 Pl  
P2  
pr2 
Pr  Pl  
Right 
pl1  
pr1 
f 
d 
Left 
Cl  Cr  
Figure 2.3: Top-down view of two idential parallel ameras with a partial olusion in the
left eye. The points P1 and P2 are seen in the right image (Pr1 and Pr2) but
not in the left image (Pl1).
One of the main reasons for the diulty of establishing orrespondene, is that the
amount of information available at a single pixel is usually not enough for nding an
6
Bias and Gain are the onstant additive or multipliative intensity fators.
7
Distane from the image plane (points Pl and Pr) and the amera enter (points Cl and Cr).
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unambiguous math. Therefore, due to the instability of the single pixel mathing proess,
it beomes neessary to onsider small loal neighborhoods around eah pixel to redue
the ambiguity.
Therefore, aording to Shirai [Shi87℄, two main ommon approahes are developed to
appeal for obtaining the stereo features, these are the Area-Based Tehniques (ABT) and
the Feature-Based Tehniques (FBT).
The two main branhes, ABT and FBT, have been further developed and many algorithms
elaborated, therefore, many omparisons have been arried out. Just as Dhond & Aggarwal
[DA89℄ predited after omparing features based and area based algorithms, the number
and sophistiation of algorithms grew exponentially. Sharstein & Szeliski [SS02℄ made an
analysis and omparison of some methods and disussed how holes resulting from partially
oluded areas ould be lled.
Due to the orrelation method utilized in this thesis, Sum of Absolute Dierenes
(SAD), it is important to remark the Blok Mathing Methods (BMM), that ontain
the SAD.
The BMM were overviewed and summarized by Brown et al. [BBH03℄. The table 2.1
ontains the most important orrelation methods.
The idea of the BMM is to searh and ompare dierent small regions treated as bloks
in an image and trak various maximum sores, or minimum errors using methods of
orrelation suh as Normalized Cross-Correlation (NCC), Sum of Squared Dierenes
(SSD), or Sum of Absolute Dierenes (SAD). These orrelation methods exeute in
an extremely fast mode Single Instrution Multiple Data (SIMD), and may be used by
Point Grey Researh (PGR) stereo systems as a basis to ompute disparity maps in real-
time.
As it has been said, the stereo orrelation method that the Point Grey Bumblebee uses is
the SAD. Although the general method is known, PGR, who is proprietary, has inreased
the speed and improved the performane.
2.4 Software
The aim of this projet is to deal with live video data, extrat all the feature informa-
tion needed and proess it in real-time. Due to the strutured data as a large multi-
dimensional array, the involved algorithms imply a lot of vetor and matrix manipula-
tions. Therefore, a numerial omputing environment suits itself as the best option avail-
able.
From all the possible stereo options, the Bumblebee stereo solution from the Point Grey
Researh (PGR), an be remarked. It is a pakaged system that inludes a C/C++ Soft-
ware Development Kit (SDK) and a 400 Mbps IEEE- 1394 Firewire interfae for high speed
8
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MATCH METRIC DEFINITION
NORMALIED CROSS-
CORRELATION
(NCC)
∑
u,v(I1(u, v) − I¯1)(I2(u+ d, v)− I¯2)√∑
u,v(I1(u, v) − I¯1)2(I2(u+ d, v) − I¯2)2
SUM OF SQUARED
DIFFERENCES (SSD)
∑
u,v
(I1(u, v)− I2(u+ d, v))2
NORMALIZED SSD
∑
u,v
(
(I1(u, v) − I¯1)√∑
u,v(I1(u, v) − I¯1)2
− (I2(u+ d, v) − I¯2)√∑
u,v(I2(u+ d, v)− I¯2)2
)
SUM OF ABSOLUTE
DIFFERENCES (SAD)
∑
u,v
|(I1(u, v) − I2(u+ d, v))|
Table 2.1: Blok orrelation tehniques extrated from Brown et al. [BBH03℄. I1 and I2
are the image intensities of every pixel and u and v the image axis
ommuniation of the digital video signal. Apart from the fat that gain and shutter on-
trol an be set to be automati or manually adjustable, it is important the preloaded
alibration into the amera, inluded in setion G, whih allows automati real oordi-
nate alulations and image orretion. More information an be found in the hapter 4,
dediated to the amera.
The maximum frame rate advertised is 48 Frames Per Seond (FPS). However, neither
the time taken to alulate the disparity map, nor the time to have a ouple of images,
as it is omposed an stereo image, are inluded. Therefore it beomes a goal to obtain an
appliation apable to operate at more than 20 fps when not o line full-proessing. The
images an be previously grabbed without ompressing or enoding them, therefore no
enoding in the Bumblebee amera and deoding in the omputer are required, and a lak
of quality is avoided due to a lossy ompression. Then, the images are proessed with the
desired software.
The SDK inluded in the Bumblebee pakage onsists of two libraries written in C/C++
whih allow the aess to the amera and performane of some tasks. However, all the
attempt of aessing them beomes diult due to the preompiled format and the unlear
doumentation. Moreover, PGR seems to favor software development on Windows over
other operating systems, taking into aount the examples proposed and the database
from their web site, [Poi07℄.
Additionally, another possibility is making use of MATLAB (MATrix LABoratory), whih
is widely used in prototyping and signal and image proessing, among others. It is a
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numerial omputing environment and programming language, and it is apable of running
on Linux, OS X, Solaris and Windows. Although MATLAB is proprietary, and that its
easy interfae omes at the ost of speed, many mahine learning appliations make use
of its funtionality.
There are two possibilities if MATLAB is utilized: using the Image Aquisition Toolbox
(IAT) from MATLAB, whih is an image aquisition software library, or using the amera
driver elaborated by the Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) whih is ompatible with the
Bumblebee. However, both possibilities do not satisfy ompletely stereo options require-
ments beause it does not allow aess to all the amera options.
Other advantages omprise the onsistent aess to standard data aquisition and signal
proessing libraries or the possibility to inlude native C-ode (library and soure ode)
by the MEX MEX (MATLAB Exeutable File) interfae.
The proess onsists of programming a ode that uses the speial libraries developed by
Point Grey Researh, and ompile it into a MEX le. The developed ode ats as an
interfae with Point Grey ameras. The ode beomes both fast and easy to use, and
makes possible to run the experiments and plot the results using MATLAB's aurate
plotting tools. However, speial are should be taken due to the dierent struture matrix
notation.
It is important to note that PGR does not provide any kind of support to the problems
related with the odes developed for MATLAB.
Taking into aount that it is neessary to nd a real time appliation in the near future and
that routines are omputationally very demanding espeially for ltering, it was deided
to ode the reording part by C++ using the Software DK.
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3.1 Audio Visual-Speeh Reognition
3.1.1 Introdution
Automati Speeh Reognition (ASR), as introdued in the hapter 2.2, in the last two
deades has been deeply studied by Petajan et al. [PBB
+
88℄ and Adjoudani & Benoît
[AB96℄, among others, and shown that the inorporation of visual information with aous-
ti speeh reognition leads to a more robust reognizer. While the visual speeh informa-
tion alone is unable to disriminate between all phonemes, e.g. /b/ and /p/, they do repre-
sent a useful separate hannel that an be used to derive speeh information. Degradation
of one modality, for example interfering noise or ross-talk for audio, or olusion for video,
may be ompensated to some extent by information from the other modality. Indeed, eah
modality an be omplementary, like the phonemes /m/ and /n/, whih vary only by plae
of artiulation and are aoustially similar but visually dissimilar.
There are two main issues relevant to the design of Audio-Visual Speeh Reognition
(AVSR) systems, the Visual Front End (VFE) whih is in harge of apturing the visual
speeh information, and the integration of audio and visual features into the automati
speeh reognizer used, done in the Audio Visual Fusion (AVF) blok. Both are the hal-
lenging problems, and signiant researh eort has been direted towards nding appro-
priate solutions.
How this two main bloks t in the AVSR system an be observed in gure 3.1, obtained
from Potamianos et al. [PNLM04℄ and [PNL
+
00℄.
 
Audio Feature 
Extraction 
Face Detection 
Mouth Localization  
Lip tracking 
Visual 
Features 
Extraction 
Audio-Visual 
Fusion RECOGNIZER 
VISUAL FRONT END 
Audio 
Signal 
Figure 3.1: AVSR Blok Diagram [PNLM04℄.
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3.1.2 Visual Front End
As it has been briey mentioned, VFE is the rst main blok in the AVSR. Fae, lips or
mouth traking allow the use of visual features of high importane for Automati Speeh
Reognition (ASR) whih are need to be a small number in order to avoid the exess of
informative features.
All this proess is arried out by determining a Region Of Interest (ROI) that ontains
the sought features. The ROI an be the whole fae, or just the mouth region, as in gure
3.2, where the extration of mouth regions as a ROI from dierent grey images an be
observed.
Figure 3.2: Region of interest extration examples from grey images. Upper rows: Deteted
faial features superimposed. Lower row: Extrated mouth regions of interest,
from Potamianos et al. [PNLM04℄.
3.1.2.1 Fae Detetion, Mouth and Lip Traking
Fae traking and the faial part detetion are utilized in very dierent areas. Not only in
a speeh reognition system an it be of high importane, but also in order to loalize the
speaker or the speaking intention. The identiation systems are also based on the fae
detetion. However, "reahing a robust fae and mouth detetion is a diult task, due to
the problems related with the bakground, the fae pose and the lighting" (Potamianos et
al. [PNLM04℄).
One traked the mouth region, an Ative Shape Model (ASM)
1
of the lips an be utilized
to t a lip ontour. In gure 3.3 an be observed how Luo [Luo07℄ traks the mouth region
after traking the fae region.
1
ASM is an statistial model that represents an objet (inner or outer lip ontours, fae shape,...) by a
set of labeled points (Potamianos et al. [PNLM04℄)
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Figure 3.3: Lip traking and detetion example, from Luo [Luo07℄.
There are many possible tehniques to trak dierent regions. The most lassial go from
olor segmentation and edge detetion, to image thresholding, template mathing and
motion information. Other methods use statistial modeling tehniques employing neural
networks.
In addition, there is also the problem of the databases. Most of them are reated using
perfet onditions, i.e. the fae movement is minimum and always frontal, as well as the
light and bakground variations.
3.1.2.2 Visual Features Extration
The extration of the visual features an be ahieved by three dierent methods: the video
pixel or Appearane Based Features (ABF), the lip ontour or Shape Based Features
(SBF), and the ombination of appearane and shape features.
Appearane Based Features
Many kinds of ROIs an be used to extrat the visual features. "From a retangle ontain-
ing the mouth and possibly larger parts of the lower fae, suh as the jaw and heeks, to
a 3D retangle, ontaining adjaent frame retangular ROIs, trying to apture dynami
speeh information" (Potamianos et al. [PNLM04℄).
The need of a transformation that redues the vetor size of the ROI, whih does not lose
muh relevant information, an be observed with an easy approximation of a retangle
(MxN), at the time t, entered in (mt;nt), where Vt refers to pixel brightness or the
optial ow estimation, depending on the ase, equation 3.1.
~xt ≡ {Vt(m,n) : mt − ⌊M/2⌋ ≤ m < mt + ⌈M/2⌉ nt − ⌊N/2⌋ ≤ n ≤ nt + ⌈N/2⌉} (3.1)
Note that the obtained vetor ~xt has a dimension of d = M x N .
The most utilized vetor spae transforms are desribed in the following.
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Prinipal omponents analysis (PCA): Builds a new linear transformation that hooses
a new oordinate system for the original data, where the biggest variane is the rst
oordinate, and subsequently.
One of the advantages of the PCA to redue the dimension of the original data, is that
it withholds those harateristis whih ontribute more to its variane. The point is that
the kept harateristis, whih an ontain the most important part of the information,
involve an important dimension redution.
Aording Potamianos et al. [PNLM04℄, "it is the best transformation that ompresses the
information, taking into aount the minimum square error between the original vetor
and the reonstrution based on its projetion".
Otherwise, the PCA omputational requirements are high.
Disrete Cosine Transform (DCT): It shows the data ontained in an image, in terms
of a sum of osine funtions osillating at dierent frequenies. The transformation on-
entrates most of the image information in the low frequeny omponents. DCT is a
fourier-related transform similar to the Disrete Fourier Transform (DFT), but using only
real numbers.
Nevertheless, the transformation loses information in the ompression. More information
an be found by Rao & Yip [RY90℄, ited by Valles et al. [VGT07℄.
Wavelet : A wavelet transform is the representation of a funtion by wavelets, whih are
mathematial funtions utilized to divide a given funtion into dierent frequeny om-
ponents and study eah omponent with a resolution that mathes its sale. Wavelet
transforms have advantages over traditional fourier transforms for representing funtions
that have disontinuities and sharp peaks.
"As demonstrated by Addison [Add02℄, the transformation leads to a dimension redution"
(Valles et al. [VGT07℄).
Linear disriminant analysis (LDA): The aim is to nd the linear ombination of features
whih best explains dierent speeh lasses of interest and redue the dimension of the ROI
by piking up the variables that best distinguishes the dierent lasses, i.e. LDA attempts
to model the dierene between the lasses of data. Thus, it beomes easier to lassify the
ROI.
It dierentiates from PCA beause it seeks to nd the diretions along whih the lasses are
best separated, while PCA is based on the sample variane whih haraterizes the satter
of the entire data set, where the hosen projetion might not provide good disrimination
power.
The methodology is simple, suppose there are C lasses of objets or events, µi is the mean
vetor of lass i, i = 1, 2, .., C, Mi are the number of samples within lass i, i = 1, 2, .., C,
and M =
∑C
i=0Mi is the total number of samples.
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Within-lass satter matrix:
Sw =
C∑
i=1
Mi∑
j=1
(yj − µi)(yj − µi)T (3.2)
Between-lass satter matrix:
Sb =
C∑
i=1
(µi − µ)(µi − µ)T (3.3)
Where µ = 1
C
∑C
i=1(µi) is the mean of the entire data set.
LDA omputes a transformation that maximizes the between-lass satter while minimiz-
ing the within-lass satter:
maximize
det(Sb)
det(Sw)
(3.4)
It is widely utilized in fae reognition, where the fae, a large number of pixel values
that make it diult to proess all the data in an aurate rate, is represented by a linear
ombination of pixel values that form a template.
More information an be found in MLahlan [ML04℄ and in pp. 117-124 from Duda et
al. [DHS01℄.
Maximum Likelihood Linear Transformation (MLLT): The aim is to optimize the observed
data likelihood under the assumption of their lass onditional Gaussian Distribution (GD)
with diagonal ovariane.
"The transformation seeks a square, non-singular, data rotation matrix that maximizes the
observation data likelihood in the original feature spae, under the assumption of diagonal
data ovariane in the transformed spae" (Potamianos et al. [PNLM04℄). This rotation
is beneial beause diagonal ovarianes are assumed.
It is important to note that LDA and MLLT fous their eort in lassifying, thus, should
not be limited to appearane only visual data.
Shape Based Features
Instead of looking for the features information utilizing ROIs as done in the ABF, SBF
onsiders the ontour of the speaker's lips or the fae ontours as the most important
information soures.
Speial algorithms are needed to arry out the next two dierent possibili-
ties:
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Lip geometri features: From the lip ontour not only the ontour height, width, perimeter
and the area ontained within the ontour an be extrated, but also invariant visual
features to ane image transformation an be extrated, suh as image moments, whih
are weighted averages of image pixels' intensities, and lip ontour Fourier desriptors,
where lower frequenies refers to general features of the shape, and higher ones to its
details.
It is highly used due to its signiant speeh information ontent.
Lip model features: The parameters used in these models are used as visual features. Snake
based algorithms to estimate the lip ontour and lip template have been utilized by Chiou
& Hwang [CH96℄. Others, like Chandramohan & Silsbee [CS96℄, use lip template parame-
ters.
Another important lip model is the ASM, where a number of ontour points is plaed in
a vetor in order to lassify it or redue the dimension by applying some transformations.
Potamianos et al [PNLM04℄ propose the use of PCA to identify the optimal orthogonal
linear transform.
Combination of Shape and Appearane
Due to the dierent nature of the two previous models for the feature extration, it is
possible to take advantage of ombining them. This possibility has been utilized in many
automati speehreading systems.
The most simple ombination onsists of the onatenation of both methods. There are
dierent possibilities; while "in Chan [Cha01℄ a ombination of the geometri lip features
with the PCA projetion of the pixels ontained within the mouth is used" (Potamianos
et al. [PNLM04℄), in Luettin et al. [LTB96℄ the ASM features are ombined with the PCA
features extrated using ROI around the lip ontour.
Another possibility is to use an Ative Appearane Model (AAM)
2
. It onsists of alu-
lating the eigenspaes of the shape and the appearane, and then, take prot of their
orrelation to reate a single model with a lower dimension by eliminating the redun-
dany.
More information an be found by Potamianos et al. [PNL
+
00℄.
3.1.3 Audio-Visual Fusion
As already explained in 3.1.1, two observation streams are available, audio and visual
modalities, that provide information about speeh lasses. Aording to Potamianos et al.
[PNLM04℄, two audio visual integration tehniques an be found. The rst one, Feature
2
AAM is a statistial model that ombines shape and appearane information to obtain a exible model,
oupled with an iterative sheme to t the model to an example image.
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Fusion (FF), is based on training a single lassier on the onatenated vetor of audio and
visual features or on any appropriate transformation of it. The seond one, Deision Fusion
(DF), ombines the observation streams taking into aount the appropriate reliability
weights of eah lassier. Of ourse, eah stream an be used alone also to train single-
modality statistial lassiers to reognize suh lasses.
The three most used FF tehniques are:
 Conatenative Feature Fusion: Constitutes the simplest approah for AVSR. It on-
sists of the onatenation of both audio and visual streams in an audio visual vetor.
Its main problem: it suers from a too high dimensionality, as it uses the sum of
both vetors. Therefore, other fusion tehniques try to avoid it.
 Hierarhial Disriminant Fusion: It applies a redution in the audio visual vetor's
dimension taking advantage of the fat that the audio features are more informative
than the visual ones. Potamianos et al. [PNLM04℄ have onsidered LDA as a mean
of obtaining suh a dimensionality redution.
 Audio Feature Enhanement: Utilizes the onatenated audio visual feature vetor to
obtain, through a linear transformation, enhaned audio features. It takes advantage
of the orrelation of the audio and visual information. This ombination solves the
minimum error between the enhaned audio features and the lean ones.
Considering the temporal level at whih the ombination is performed, three dier-
ent DF tehniques an be found: the "Early" integration, the "Intermediate" integra-
tion and the "Late" integration. More information an be found by Potamianos et al.
[PNLM04℄.
By another side, two entral aspets in the design of ASR systems are the hoie of speeh
lasses, that are assumed to generate the observed features, and the statistial modeling
of this generation proess.
 Speeh Classes for Audio-Visual ASR:
There are approximately 42-44 phonemes
3
in Amerian English (Antimoon [Ant08℄),
24 in the spoken Spanish from Spain (RAE [Rea08℄). However, not all are visible.
The distinguishable phonemes are alled visemes, and there are fewer. Despite the
fat that it seems more appropriate to use a human visual speeh pereption point
of view, there is no universal agreement about the exat partitioning of phonemes
into visemes.
 Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based speeh reognition:
Aording to Potamianos et al. [PNLM04℄, the most widely used lassier for audio-
visual ASR is the HMM and the most audio-visual ASR systems employ it.
3
A phoneme is the smallest unit that distinguishes the linguisti information.
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3.2 Single Camera Geometry
3.2.1 Introdution
This hapter refers to the mathematial bakground amera geometry whih is used for
the mapping between the 3D world and the 2D image on the basis of the epipolar ge-
ometry. The main soures used are Zisserman & Hartley [HZ04℄ and Faugeras et al.
[FLP01℄.
3.2.2 Pinhole Camera Geometry
The aim of the pinhole amera geometry is to desribe mathematially the relationship
between the oordinates of a point in the 3D world W = (X,Y,Z)T , i.e. where the objet
is, and its projetion m, onto the image plane Z = f , whih is also known as foal
plane.
The line that goes from the enter of projetion C, also alled amera entre or optial
enter, to the point W through m is known as optial axis, and the point where the
prinipal axis meets the image plane is alled prinipal point, P . Figure 3.4, from Zisserman
& Hartley [HZ04℄, summarizes the pinhole geometry.
 
m 
W 
P 
C 
y 
Camera 
centre 
Image plane 
X 
Y 
principal axis 
Z 
x 
f 
Figure 3.4: Pinhole amera geometry. The line that goes from the enter of projetion C
to the point W through m is the optial axis, and P is the prinipal point,
from Zisserman & Hartley [HZ04℄.
By similar triangles, as shown in gure 3.5, an be obtained:
f
y
=
Z
Y
(3.5)
y = f
Y
Z
(3.6)
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Figure 3.5: Triangulation from the pinhole amera geometry, Zisserman & Hartley [HZ04℄
The same proess an be followed for x, obtaining:
x = f
X
Z
(3.7)
Therefore,W an be mapped, on the image plane, andm expressed as:
m =
[
f
X
Z
, f
Y
Z
, f
]T
(3.8)
then, ignoring the third oordinate (we are representing a 2D image), nallym is expressed
as:
m =
[
f
X
Z
, f
Y
Z
]T
. (3.9)
3.2.2.1 Camera Matrix for Pinhole Model
There is the possibility of representing the points using homogeneous oordinates
4
. In
this way, a translation and a projetion an be represented as a simple matrix equa-
tion.
One using the homogeneous oordinates, the oordinates of the mapped W and m
are:
W = [XY Z1]T (3.10)
m = [xy1]T . (3.11)
4
In homogeneous oordinates every bidimensional point is dened in three dimensional oordinates. So
that one point X and Y dimensions, it represents the oordinates in triplet: xw, yw, w. This expands
the two-dimensional eulidean plane to projetive plane, i.e. inluding unt points or from the innite.
It is useful to represent the translation and projetion in a Matrix. As a onsequene of this writing,
a point itself has innite ways to be written, everything will depend on the ratio x/w and y/w (w
dierent from 0), from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Homogeneous_oordinates.
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Therefore, the perspetive transformation is given by the matrix Ppm, alled Perspetive
Projetion Matrix (PPM), with dimensions (3x4):
m = PpmW. (3.12)
Then 3.11, aording to 3.9 an be written as:
m =
[
f
X
Z
, f
Y
Z
, 1
]T
, (3.13)
whih, making use of the notation utilized by Zisserman& Hartley [HZ04℄, an be expressed
as:


f 0 0 0
0 f 0 0
0 0 1 0




X
Y
Z
1

 = diag(f, f, 1)[I|0]


X
Y
Z
1

 (3.14)
Where diag(f, f, 1) is a diagonal matrix and [I|0] is a (3x3) identity matrix plus a zero
vetor.
In this way, the amera matrix 3.12 an be expressed as:
Ppm = diag(f, f, 1)[I|0], (3.15)
or, as it is more ommon:
Ppm = K[I|0]. (3.16)
Where K is alled by Zisserman & Hartley [HZ04℄ the amera alibration ma-
trix.
Taking into aount that the origin of oordinates from the image plane may not be the
prinipal point, and that points in the spae may not be expressed in the same oordinate
frame, they may be rotated (R) and translated (t) as shown in gure 3.6, 3.16 is expressed
as:
Ppm = K[R|t] (3.17)
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Yc 
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Figure 3.6: Eulidean transformation between the world oordinates (X,Y,Z) and the
amera oordinate frames (Xc, Yc, Zc), from Zisserman & Hartlesy [HZ04℄
To onlude, the matrix K depends on the amera only, and has the following
form:
K =


ax γ x0
0 ay y0
0 0 1

 (3.18)
Where:
ax = fkx (3.19)
ay = fky (3.20)
are the foal lengths in horizontal and vertial pixels, respetively (f is the foal length in
millimeters, kx and ky are the eetive number of pixels per millimeter along the x and y
axes), x0 and y0 are the oordinates of the prinipal point, and γ is the skew fator that
models non-orthogonal (x− y) axes.
3.3 Stereo Vision
3.3.1 Introdution
This setion introdues the dierent historial stereo ameras and explains the basis
of the stereo vision, as well as the approximations developed from its mathemati the-
ory.
The stereo vision takes advantage of the previous known distane between the two
ameras utilized, to obtain the 3D information. The proess onsists of alulating
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the depth information triangulating the dierent distanes in eah, right and left, im-
ages.
There are three main steps:
1. Aquisition: Aquiring the stereo images and mathing the oinident points. Figure
3.7
2. Preproessing: Relative displaement between oinident oordinates is alulated.
3. Reonstrution: Certain information is extrated and omputed to reate the 3D
strutures.
Figure 3.7: Mathing example points in a pair Stereo Images
3.3.2 Multi Camera Systems
The interpretation of the fundamentals of stereosopi vision have been developed sine
the sixteenth entury. However, studies from Sir Charles Wheatstone are reognized his-
torially as the rst, and the development of the rst stereo viewers and onretely, the
stereosopi amera in 1833, are onsidered his inventions. The photos where mounted in a
rak whih ensured eah eye to reeive only its orresponding image.
Nowadays, three dierent options exist to obtain a stereo image depending on the synhro-
nization, the prie and the spae:
1. Two ameras in a single module: They are already ompated, alibrated and syn-
hronized, whih are their main advantages. Prealibration is possible and there is
no problem of alignment. There are a set of options fully ontrollable; brightness,
shutter
5
and gain
6
are some examples.
Stereo mirosope and omputer vision over most of the ameras that an be found
on the internet. Figure 3.9 shows two examples of it.
5
The variability of the shutter refers to its speed in the exposure. More information an be found in
setion 4.5.2.
6
The gain refers to the number of eletrons that have to be reorded in order to have a ount, the referene
unit for the Charge-Coupled Devie (CCD) detetor. More information an be found in setion 4.5.3.
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Figure 3.8: Sixteenth entury stereo amera, from Igomini [Igo08℄.
Figure 3.9: Two examples of stereo amera. Fous Robotis nDepth and Bumblebee®
BB2.
2. Two separate ameras: Most industrial ameras have means for synhronization
whih makes it possible to use them both as a ompat stereo amera. Auto syn-
hronization when on the same bus, strobe output, i.e. start-of-frame signal, and
trigger input, start of frame synhronization and shutter opening to the trigger sig-
nal, are the main advantages. Nevertheless, the need of an independent alibration
beomes a big disadvantage, in terms of longer usability and preision. If the amera
alibration is known, it beomes possible to remove some ambiguity of the reon-
struted sene.
3. Mono amera with stereo adapter: The heapest option by far, onsists of utilizing
an opti adapter for the photo ameras. However, important problems like miro
movements, misalignments, lens distortion or spae problems make this alternative
not to be protable in this projet.
Figure 3.10: Opti adapter for photo amera by Berezin.
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3.3.3 Epipolar Geometry
3.3.3.1 Introdution
Epipolar geometry deals with the projetion between two views, whih only depend
on amera's internal parameters and relative position. Its working proess is based on
the intersetion of the image planes with the penil of planes having the baselines as
axes.
This geometry is useful for the searh of orresponding points in stereo mathing. A deeper
explanation an be found by Zisserman & Hartley [HZ04℄.
3.3.3.2 Fundamental Matrix
Considering the geometry of two ameras viewing a sene p, the ameras are entered at
O1 and O2. The intersetions of the baseline (O1, O2) with eah image plane are alled
epipoles
7
, e1 and e2. The lines l1 and l2 are the epipolar lines
8
, whih are the intersetion
of the plane (O1, O2, p) with the two image planes. It an be observed in the next gure,
from Zisserman & Hartley [HZ04℄.
 
l2 l1 
e2 
x2 
e1 
x1 
O1 
O2 
p 
Figure 3.11: Points orrespondene geometry, based on a sheme from Zisserman & Hartley
[HZ04℄.
As it an be observed in gure 3.12, the point xl in the rst image orresponds to the whole
epipolar line l2 in the seond image, i.e. for the left image, the points p1, p2 and p3 orre-
spond to the same projeted point xl. This orrespondene is dened by the fundamental
matrix F and is based on the epipolar geometry.
7
"The epipole is the point of intersetion of the line joining the amera entres (baseline) with the image
plane. Equivalently, the epipole is the image in one view of the amera entre of the other view"
(Zisserman & Hartley [HZ04℄).
8
"An epipolar line is the intersetion of an epipolar plane with the image plane. All epipolar lines interset
at the epipole" (Zisserman & Hartley [HZ04℄).
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Figure 3.12: Correspondene from the projeted point xl and the epipolar line l2, based
on a sheme from Zisserman & Hartley [HZ04℄.
l2 = F
Txl (3.21)
Therefore, the pinhole amera model implies that orresponding points an be found by
sanning every point that pertains to its epipolar line, with the redution of the omputa-
tional ost involved.
3.3.3.3 Epipoles at the Innity
The parallel stereo system is a very speial ase from the epipolar model; both epipoles
are at innity, as it an be observed in gure 3.13, whih happens when the planes are
parallel to the baseline, i.e. sharing the same horizontal omponent.
 
e2 e1 
Left Right 
Figure 3.13: Simpliation of the Bumblebee
Simplifying the geometry of two parallel ameras as shown in gure 3.14, we obtain the
oordinate expression for Z as a funtion of xl, xr, f and T :
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xl xr 
f 
P 
Z 
pr Pl 
T 
Or Ol 
Figure 3.14: Epipolar lines form a bundle of parallel lines in both images. Note the simi-
larity of the both triangles (PL,P, PR) and (OL,P,OR), based on a sheme
from Møller [Møl06℄.
T − xl + xr
Z − f =
T
Z
(3.22)
Then, dening the disparity as:
d = xl − xr (3.23)
and developing 3.22,
T − d
Z − f =
T
Z
(3.24)
we obtain nally the next relation, where the depth an be estimated.
Z = f
T
d
(3.25)
Normally, T and f are xed.
It is important to note that for near objets this expression is aurate but not for far
away objets; an example an be observed in gure 3.21, where the images from both,
right and left, have been superimposed and a larger distane between near objets than
further ones is appreiated. Moreover, a longer baseline T obtains better depth estimation,
i.e. distane is inversely proportional to disparity.
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Nevertheless, longer T reates a smaller ommon eld of view (FOV), as shown in gure
3.15, making the stereo orrespondene more diult, i.e. more oluded areas are reated,
as previously explained in setion 2.3.
 
FOV 
Left Right 
Figure 3.15: FOV, overlap of the two ameras.
In gure 3.16 the graph shows the depth resolution over a variety of operating distanes
and elds of view given an image resolution of 640x480 utilizing the Bumblebee am-
era.
Figure 3.16: Distane from amera vs. resolution for several elds of view. The vertial axis
orresponds to the resolution in meters, and the horizontal to the distane
from ameras, also in meters. In blue is the 50◦ FOV, red 70◦ FOV and
turquoise 110◦ FOV, from Point Grey Researh [Poi07℄.
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3.3.4 Image retiation
3.3.4.1 Introdution
Sine stereo vision has existed, there has been the retiation problem. At rst, the
retiation algorithms were manually built aording to a number of onstraints and
assumptions, like Ayahe & Hansen [AH88℄. The last researhes have been foused on
minimizing the retied image distortion.
The proess of the image retiation transformation onsists of making the epipolar
lines parallel to the y-oordinates. The transformation is based on the knowledge of the
fundamental matrix.
Figure 3.17 ontains the idea of the proess, i.e. the point in the 3D world W is projeted
in the image plane R0 aording to the pinhole geometry (explained in the setion 3.2.2),
generating the point m0, and then it is projeted to the retied plane Rn generating the
new point mR.
 Rectifying retinal plane 
mo
mR 
R0 
Rn 
W 
Figure 3.17: Image retiation is the operation of transforming an image from the R0
plane to the Rn, based on an sheme from Truo et al. [FTV00℄.
The aim of the retiation is to have the epipolar line of the point m1 from the right
image in the horizontal line from the left image, as gure 3.18 shows. In this ase, both
images have the same y-oordinate. The main advantage of retifying an image is that the
orrespondene searh, see hapter 2.3, is redued to a one dimensional searh along the
horizontal san-line.
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Figure 3.18: Retied ameras with two orresponding san-lines, based on a sheme from
Truo et al. [FTV00℄.
3.3.4.2 Retifying Transformation
Aording to the equation 3.12, and gure 3.18, the old and new points in the 3D world
oordinates an be expressed as:


mo1 = Ppmo1W
mn1 = Ppmn1W
(3.26)
Taking into aount that the mathing points will have the same y-oordinate, that the
new PPMs will dier from the old ones only in their optial enters and that both ameras
have the same intrinsi parameters, it is reahable a linear transformation of the projetive
plane to obtain the retied one. All the proess is explained by Truo et al. [FTV00℄,
where more information an be found.
This transformation is given by the the 3 x 3 matrix T1:
mn1 = T1mo1 (3.27)
Sine these oordinates are real-valued, the pixels from the retied image may orrespond
to non-integer positions on the original one. Therefore, pixels will have to be interpolated
from the nearest pixels.
There are many possible methods to generate the sub-pixel interpolation. With a om-
putational ost it is possible to lter the disparity map and introdue a smooth surfae
struture, but results inappropriate due to the deletion of the high frequeny ontent, or
to up-sample the image data and then perform orrelation on the new images of higher
resolution.
In the gures 3.19 and 3.20, it an be observed how the lines of the bookshelves appear
urved in the rst one and how this is retied in the seond.
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Figure 3.19: Unretied stereo image.
Figure 3.20: Retied left and right hannel of the stereo image.
It is important to note the prealibration of the Bumblebee, that leads to an optimum
tehnique of retiation, beause the intrinsi parameters are known and are the same
for both ameras.
3.3.5 Disparity Spae Image
3.3.5.1 Introdution
A disparity map stores the depth information of pixel in one of the images, right or left.
That means that the hosen referene image, Iref , will oinide with the orresponding
disparity image Idisp. In other words, eah pixel in the map orresponds to the same pixel
in one of the images, but the gray level orresponds to the depth at that point rather than
the olor.
A lear example showing how the stereo vision works an be observed in gure 3.21, taken
with the Bumblebee amera, whih has a baseline of 12 m. (appendix A ontains the
amera dimensions). The nearest objets have greater separation, e.g. the hair, than the
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far objets, e.g. the door. This separation between orresponding objets onverges as
distane inreases.
Figure 3.21: Pair stereo images superimposed.
The disparity map Idisp an be expressed as:
Idisp(x, y) = Iref(x+ λd(x, y), y), (3.28)
where λ is a sign fator to express the disparity as positive, depending on whether the left
or the right image is hosen.
It is important to note that from this point on the images are retied with the aim of
reduing omputational ost.
Aording to Møller [Møl06℄, three steps are followed to solve the orrespondene problem
in an area-based proess:
In the mathing ost omputation stage, eah pixel from the referene image is ompared
by absolute dierenes (see setion 2.1 for more details about the proess) to the orre-
sponding pixel in the other image with respet to various given d; for eah one a ost
image is alulated and a Disparity Spae Image (DSI)
9
is alulated. Two images are not
enough in order to ompute the nal disparity. Therefore, the ost aggregation is arried
out to redue noise and texture variation.
Finally, in the disparity omputation stage, the best value of d is hosen and a surfae in
the DSI volume with minimum ost is obtained, gure 3.22. One found the surfae, eah
pixel is given a value that refers to the level.
9
The DSI is the initial staked mathing osts images into a struture of d images of x and y pixels.
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Figure 3.22: Minimum ost surfae in the DSI Volume, from Møller [Møl06℄.
As it an be observed in gure 3.23, a dense map is reated although several points have
been not aurately mathed. The Bumblebee system uses 8 bits to represent the disparity.
There is also the possibility of using 16, the top 8 bits represent the integer disparity, and
the bottom 8 bits the sub-pixel value. The values go from 0 to 255. All the invalid pixels
are represented by 255 in the top bits. More detailed information about the Bumblebee
system an be found in setion 4.4.
Figure 3.23: Left: single image example, Right: disparity map.
Moreover, it an be observed how the lines over the wall go lighter as their depth inreases.
Closer objets are darker and the further are lighter.
In our ase, the Bumblebee an produe dense disparity maps at 20 fps, whih is the frame
rate desired. The right image has been produed from the left image.
3.3.5.2 Quik Feature and Information Determination from the Disparity Proessing
Algorithm
The method proposed by Murray & Little [ML00℄ ahieves a quik objet traking of the
losest ones in exhange of getting a low detail information of the whole spae. It onsists
of taking the maximum disparity of eah olumn in the disparity image and mapping it
to a 2D map.
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Considering the disparity map as a pile of 256 levels of 640 x 480 pixels, as it is the
resolution from the Bumblebee, every plane ontains the gray level previously assigned,
i.e. eah depth image ontains the information of that depth, an example an be observed
in gure 3.24. Note that bigger disparity values orrespond to loser objets. The distane
between dierent levels depend on the maximum and minimum distane, i.e. disparity
range.
 
254 
255 
2 
1 
0 
480 
640 
Figure 3.24: Disparity map divided in 256 levels
Then, the sum and plot of the olumns and rows of eah level, like in gure 3.25 where
an example of a one is drawn, gives a 2D map for eah one, whose main harateristis
like the area and peak an be analyzed, and then, the size and position determined with
preision.
 Level 1 Level 3 
x 
y 
Figure 3.25: Levels 3 and 1 emphasized from an example of a one and their orresponding
urves
3.3.6 Limitations
The system has a set of limitations. The problems that most aet this task
are:
Correspondene:
Disparity an only be measured in pixel dierenes. In order to measure the depth of a
point it must be visible to both ameras and we must also be able to identify this point
in both images.
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Light:
Stereo vision, as a passive pereption method
10
, needs a minimum light to perform the
stereo proessing.
Speed Proessing:
Making this proess real-time with the atual frame rate beomes a hard goal to
ahieve.
However, publiations from Yang & Pollefeys [YWB03℄, propose to use the graphi hard-
ware in omputers to do stereo mathing, thereby freeing the CPU to do other tasks. The
results are reasonable real-time frame rates.
Field of View:
As ommented in 3.15, a longer baseline obtains better depth estimation reduing the pos-
sible mathing points, therefore, a worse disparity map is obtained.
Surfae Texture:
The texture has to be relatively strutured and the patterns an not be repetitive in order
to build an appropriate disparity map.
3.4 Visual Features
3.4.1 Introdution
As it has been introdued in 2.1 and thoroughly explained in 3.1, it beomes neessary
to design methods that allow us to redue the dimension of the information and fail-
itate the lassiation. It is with this aim that the dierent visual features have been
searhed.
The visual features that are found interesting for this projet are the ones related with
speeh information. Therefore, it beomes important to fous on the extration of the
dierent faial features, and speially the lip features and its motion, and the possibilities
that the obtained disparity maps an generate.
To our knowledge, this is one of the rst studies involving Audio Visual Speeh
Reognition (AVSR) with stereo vision as the soure of the visual information, there-
fore, none of the methods proposed in the literature is totally adjustable in this
projet.
In order to obtain the faial features, the rst step needed is to detet the fae in the
images in a robust way, extrating the fae area or the ROI, saling and rotating it
10
A system is onsidered passive if it only needs to observe the sene to aquire the range. More information
an be found in setion 2.1.
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as it is needed. Then, a deeper detetion of the desired fae elements an be arried
out.
The setion will ontain an introdution to the approahes utilized nowadays to detet fae
features, followed by dierent methods to detet the lips information.
3.4.2 Fae Features
The proess of fae feature detetion beomes a omplex task due to many possi-
ble problems: sale, loation, rotation, position and traking of the fae or faes in
an image, the hanging lighting onditions and the partial olusions, among oth-
ers.
Moreover, the fae is exible and variable, whih makes the detetion even more di-
ult.
Nevertheless, a large variety of tehniques have been developed and many authors have
lassied them. A summary of the dierent tehniques, based on Hjlemas & Low [HL01℄,
an be observed below. As previously stated in 3.1.1, the visual features an be lassied in
two basi approahes, feature or image based, and their ombination.
Another lassiation of the methods used for the visual features extration an be based
on the motion of the parts of the fae, and it is alled optial ow. As it is said by Chitu et
al. [CRW07℄, trying to inorporate information about the real movement on the speaker
fae might be the key to boost the reognition performane.
3.4.2.1 Feature-Based Approahes
Low-Level Analysis
These methods onsist of looking for some of the elements that ompose the fae. The
more used are:
1. Edge detetion: It was one of the rst utilized tehniques. The idea is to analyze the
lines that ompose the edges of the fae and use them for the detetion of the faial
features.
One the edges are deteted, they are redued to a one-pixel-wide single line and
then used to detet the set of lines whih are more likely to be a part of the fae.
Then, the omponents are ombined to make up possible andidates of the whole
fae.
However, this method is ineient if the image is not of the frontal fae.
2. Grey information: It prots from the idea that the eyebrows, the pupils and the lips
appear in the image as darker areas than the faial areas of their neighborhood.
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It rst inreases the ontrast of the image and then takes the areas where the grey
values are over a ertain threshold. These areas are ompared with fae patterns in
order to nd the main harateristis, e.g. the eyes, and use them to nd the rest of
the features.
It is important to note that the results of this method depend on the skin olor.
Features Analysis
The low level analysis yields ambiguous results if objets with a similar olor of the skin
are present in the image. These methods are based on the geometry of the fae, so they
an haraterize and verify the features, to avoid the ambiguity.
1. Searh of the features: There are many kind of searhes, but all of them onsist of
the searh of an important part (hair line, eyes line) and then use this referene to
searh other parts more diult to loate. Then a exible template is used taking
into aount its distane from the previous results to adjust it to the fae.
2. Analysis of the onstellation: It is based on a probabilisti model that studies the
possible loation of the important features and searhes a pattern whih is similar to
the fae. Figure 3.26, from Burl et al. [BLP95℄, shows how the features are loated
in empirial louds to be later enoded using ellipses, retangles or irles.
Figure 3.26: Faial features on a typial fae and the variability in the features loation,
from Burl et al. [BLP95℄.
Ative shape models
The ontour models work using the edge information and the brightness of the image to
adapt themselves to the shape.
1. Snakes: They are used to loalize the ontour of the head. They are initialized in
the surroundings of the fae and then are xed to the found ontour by minimizing
an energy funtion (Esnake), whih, in the end, is supposed to be the fae.
The energy funtion is omposed by two main terms, the internal fore whih ensures
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elastiity and stiness of the urve (Einternal), and the external fore, whih attrats
the snake to the desired features (Eexternal).
Esnake = Einternal + Eexternal, (3.29)
2. Deformable templates: They inlude a parametri geometrial model and an imaging
model. Geometrial models desribe how the shape of the template an be deformed
and are used to measure the shape distane from the template. Imaging models
desribe how to generate an instane of the template and are used to measure the
intensity distane from the template.
The dierent types of low-level image features, i.e. edge, peak and image brightness
among others, are linked by an energy funtion, whose parameters are alulated by
steepest desent.
3. B-Spline
11
urves: One the ontrol points of the B-spline urves are estimated,
the ontour is as losely mathed as it is possible. The use of onstraints beomes
neessary due to loal mathing errors in order to avoid impossible urves.
3.4.2.2 Image-Based Approahes
The methods work either with the omplete image or more dened areas, searhing the
fae without looking for spei harateristis.
Linear subspaes
A set of images that represent faes are used to nd the main omponent of a fae, and
then they are represented using the eigenvetors, more preisely, eigenfaes. Every fae
of the afore-mentioned set an be generated by a linear ombination of eigenfaes using
dierent weights.
Then, the whole image is represented by eigenfaes produing errors. Taking the minimum
values of these errors, the loation of the fae an be determined.
Neural networks
It is the most ommonly used method due to its high eieny. They are used to lassify
the images aording to dierent patterns. The answer of the neural network onsists of
deiding whether an image orresponds to a fae or not. When the soure images are
too big, the searh of the fae is done by parts using a mask and sanning the whole
image.
Statistial approahes
11
B-spline is a speial funtion dened by the union of dierent polynomial segments.
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A statisti-based method is utilized, i.e. the part of the image that is most similar to a fae
has more probabilities to be a fae. It onsists of alulating the variane between two Prob-
ability Density Funtions (PDF) previously alulated during the training, orresponding
to the probability from the image of being or not a fae.
3.4.2.3 Optial Flow
The optial ow analysis is the apparent motion of surfaes in a visual sene aused by
the relative motion between the observer and the sene. In other words, it is impossible
to determine whether an eye is being losed or opened if the only information available is
one frame.
The appliation of optial ow takes into aount not only the motion of the sene, but
also the struture of the objets in the sene. The motion an our at pixel level and
objet level. Given F (X) and G(X) orresponding to dierent images and X in 2D, the
goal is to determine a vetor h that is apable to minimize the dierene between F (X+h)
and G(X).
Vetors desribing the motion are extrated from a sequene of frames. See gure 3.27,
where the vetor of an objet an be observed.
Figure 3.27: Optial ow vetor of a moving objet in a video sequene, from http://en.
wikipedia.org/wiki/Optial_flow.
It is important to note that the two-dimensional motion observed is the projetion of the
three-dimensional motion of the objets, relative to the observer, onto its image plane.
Therefore, it estimates the 3D struture of the sene and the 3D motion of the objets of
the sene.
It is also important to note that the aptured motion does not always orrespond to the
true motion eld as it an be aused by an illusion. The most remarkable ase is the
rotating barber pole illusion, gure 3.28, where the motion seems to be vertial, from
extreme to extreme, instead of horizontal, as it is moving.
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Figure 3.28: The motion of the stripes seems to be vertial rather than horizontal, from
http://www.newworldenylopedia.org/entry/Barberpole_illusion.
3.4.2.4 Three Dimensional Fae Features
The aim of using stereo vision to aquire the image information is to ahieve robust 3D
fae traking. As explained in this setion, it is needed to grab the faial motion in order
to generate a realisti and funtional model.
Studies arried out by Matthiews et al. [MXB07℄ demonstrated that the 3D models are
preferable to 2D models. The 3D parameterization is more ompat, the tting is more
robust and requires fewer iterations to onverge, and the 3D olusions are more easy to
be avoided.
Despite the dierent ompilations of tehniques that have been written, like Wenn
& Huang [WH04℄, there have been found some more dierent interesting ap-
proahes:
3D parameterized
It onsists of ombining a deformable model spae and optial ow in order to provide a
onstraint in the motion.
Speed has been deemed of high importane by Dearlo & Mataxas [DM00℄, thus the use
of the optial ow is limited to a set of image pixels, shown in gure 3.30. In order to
avoid traking error aumulation, the optial ow information is ombined with edge
information around the faial features shown in gure 3.29.
The deformable model is a 3D polygon mesh model realized using a set of parame-
terized deformations, whose features are marked by hand during the model onstru-
tion. Moreover, impossible faes are avoided by taking into aount the anthropometri
fores.
However, a high ost is paid to onstrut the fae deformation models. The initialization
proess takes about 2 minutes and then, proessing eah frame takes an average of 1.45
seonds (measured on a 175 MHz R10000 SGI O2)). Figure 3.31 shows an example of the
traking of motion and faial expressions.
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Figure 3.29: Faial fae features used by Dearlo & Mataxas [DM00℄.
Figure 3.30: Motion parameters for, from left to right, forward translation, right trans-
lation, turning head right and opening mouth, used by Dearlo & Mataxas
[DM00℄.
Figure 3.31: Motion and expression traking, from Dearlo & Mataxas [DM00℄.
Faial Ation Coding System
The Faial Ation Coding System (FACS) is related to the musle ations. It is the system
that lassies the faial expressions, and makes possible to enode them. By using a FACS
based model, beomes possible to impose dierent onstraints on the faial deformation
and motion parameters.
40
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In this approah the movements of the points of the model are rst alulated with optial
ow, and then the faial deformation model is applied in order to onstrain the 2D image
motion.
Huang & Tao [HT02℄ use a system to obtain the 3D models of the faes based on a linear
deformation model alled Pieewise Bézier Volume Deformation (PBVD) suitable for the
synthesis and the analysis of faial images, and ontrollable by the verties of the Bézir
volumes. The PBVD desribes the relation between the fae motion parameters and 3D
displaements of the fae nodes, as shown in gure 3.32.
Figure 3.32: PBVD example, from Huang & Tao [HT02℄.
On one hand, as the 3D parameterized based model, it requires manual design of the
parameters of their model. The rst frame from Huang & Tao's method is manually ini-
tialized. On the other hand, onsiderable frame rates are obtained (10 Hz)
12
in a real-time
traking system, see gure 3.33, and the extrated features were used in a bimodal speeh
reognition, gure 3.34.
Figure 3.33: Real-time traking at 10 fps, from Huang & Tao [HT02℄.
Other approahes propose to train faial motion models from faial motion data. These
methods are supposed to apture the real motion better than manually dened models.
12
It is note speied the hardware used.
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Figure 3.34: Feature extration, from Huang & Tao [HT02℄.
Essa & Pentland [EP97℄ extrats rst the position of the eyes, nose and lips that then are
used to math a fae mesh based on the anatomy musles, dened by FACS. Figure 3.35
shows the proess.
Figure 3.35: From left to right, Original fae, features traked, mask, mathed mask and
extrated points, from Essa & Pentland [EP97℄.
Then, the observed 2D motion using motion energy, gure 3.36, is utilized to orret the
observation model of eah expression and haraterize spatio-temporal templates for those
expressions.
Figure 3.36: Top: Surprise and smile expressions. Bottom: Motion energy, from Essa &
Pentland [EP97℄.
3D Ative appearane models
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A surprisingly fast method (200 fps)
13
has been developed by Baker et al. [BMX
+
04℄ based
on the usage of the Ative Appearane Models (AAMs). After onverting a 2D AAM into a
3D fae model by a non-rigid struture from motion algorithm, it is tted in the fae. This
onversion uses the 2D shape variations and the 2D traking results, i.e. rst the 2D AAM
is traked, and then the feature points are onverted into a 3D AAM.
In gure 3.37 an be observed how the real-time traking algorithm estimates the motion
and the pose of the fae.
Figure 3.37: In the top left an be observed the pose estimation and in the top right the
motion estimation, from Baker et al. [BMX
+
04℄.
3D fae using Eigenforms
An original geometri framework for aurate fae reognition is presented by Bronstein
et al. [BBK03℄. The usage of an ative amera, explained in setion 2.1, provides a range
image that ontains the geometri information, and a 2D image that gives the texture of
the fae information.
After the range image is onverted into a surfae, a polyhdral approximation of the faial
surfae, known as Bending Invariant Canonial Form (BICF)
14
, is omputed and aligned
to it. Then, the fae texture image is mapped onto the aligned surfae in the anonial form
spae and eigendeomposition is applied. Therefore, eigenfaes an be used to ompare and
lassify the dierent features. Figure 3.38 shows the dierent projetions of the original
surfae.
13
The hardware used is not speied. It is said to be a real-time implementation on standard personal
omputers.
14
"The BICF is a surfae that preserves deformation without tearing or strething it where the anonial
representation is onstruted by rst measuring the inter geodesi distanes between points on the
surfaes (Elad & Kimmel [EK03℄)".
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Figure 3.38: From left to right, the original surfae and the faial surfae embedded into
3D and 2D respetively, from Bronstein et al. [BBK03℄.
Morphable 3D models
Despite the uselessness of the morphable 3D models in our thesis, the extensive use of this
model in the literature makes it neessary to introdue it. An example of a 3D morphable
model an be observed in gure 3.39
Figure 3.39: 3D morphable model example, from Blanz & Vetter [BV99℄.
A set of models in a database is needed to derive a new morphable fae model by transform-
ing the shapes and textures of the existing ones. It is enough to have some photographs
to generate a 3D fae automatially.
It is important to note that a omplete orrespondene between all the faes in the database
is needed in order to be apable to morph the fae images.
Blanz & Vetter [BV99℄ represent eah fae by a shape and a texture vetor, and inrease the
expressiveness of the model by dividing the fae into independent subregions, i.e. divide the
spae of faes into independent subspaes. The omplete fae is nally generated by simple
linear ombinations. The spei faial attributes are ontrolled by previously dened
shape and texture vetors that are added or subtrated from the fae.
In order to generate a new 3D morphable model, it is rst needed to nd rough orre-
spondenes to the novel fae using an existing model, and then these orrespondenes
are improved by using the optial ow. It alulates the orrespondene between the
3D fae and the approximated model until the omplete morphable model is om-
pleted.
However, it is not possible to use this model in a real time proess. An automati 3D
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fae reonstrution from a dataset of 200 faes needed 50 minutes using a SGI R10000
proessor.
3.4.3 Lip Features
Historially, many dierent approahes have been arried out. Probably the most uti-
lized tehniques are the ative shape models. Barnard et al. [BHO02℄ proposed a model
omposed by four ellipti funtions to represent the lip ontours, but posterior ap-
proahes have used more realisti deformable templates to desribe the shape of the
mouth.
The most important features in order to strengthen the speeh reognition ome from the
lips, due to their obvious orrelation with the audio information, that omes from the
mouth region. Note that the feasability of lip reading enables the detetion of the silene
moments with auray.
However, the ombination of the lip features and audio stream imply some issues that are
important to take into aount. Not only the duration of the sounds do not have the same
length of the lip movement, but also as ommented in setion 2.2, not all the phonemes
are distinguishable, i.e. there are phonemes like /t/ and /d/ or /p/ and /b/ whih only
dier with respet to voiing.
It has not been found in the literature a method with aim to obtain the lip features from
images obtained by stereosopy. This gap may be aused, apart from the innovative nature
of the system, by the high proessing ost needed not only to obtain the stereo image, but
also to nd the features needed.
For this reason dierent approahes to the two dimensional lip features extration are
introdued, rst.
3.4.3.1 Two Dimensional Lip Features
The main problem of the lip detetion remains the fat that the ontours of the lips, par-
tiularly the lower lips, are often blurred, thus a preise edge detetor is needed. One of
the most promising edge detetor methods is the separability of multi-dimensional dis-
tributions, whose results ontain a set of maximums that orrespond to the limits in
the image. The instability of this methods under varying lighting onditions was demon-
strated by Vilagut et al. [VAT05℄, where more information on the subjet an be found.
Figure 3.40 shows how the orrespondene of the maximums with the limit points is
done.
One the vertial limits are deteted, the orners of the mouth beome easy to nd. Rao
& Mersereau [RM94℄ proposed to analyze the grey sale intensity of the image to nd
them in a quik manner. The minimum value of the sum of eah row in the grey sale
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Figure 3.40: Results of the edge detetor, from Vilagut et al. [VAT05℄.
intensity is taken, then the row is analyzed and the extreme pixels in the row under the
average of the maximum and minimum values are taken as the orners. Figure 3.41 shows
an example of the method.
Figure 3.41: Results of the orner detetion using the intensity proles along the row with
the minimum sum, from Vilagut et al. [VAT05℄.
Vilagut [VAT05℄, whose aim was to detet the lip features independently of the olor of
the skin, the shape of the lips or the presene of beard, divided the data in two lusters
15
depending on whether they belonged to the lip region or the skin region. One segmented
the lips as in gure 3.42, the lip orners are seleted as the extreme pixels, the mouth
15
Items in the same luster are as similar as possible to eah other and as dissimilar as possible to other
lusters.
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enter point is alulated as the mean point between the two orners and it is used to
searh the upper and lower lip in the same olumn, with the results shown in gure
3.43
Figure 3.42: Segmented lips in two iterations, from Vilagut et al. [VAT05℄.
Figure 3.43: Extrated feature points from the mouth, from Vilagut et al. [VAT05℄.
Other approahes like Chitu et al. [CRW07℄, use paraboli thresholding tehnique on the
hue hannel in order to arry out the image segmentation mixed with neural networks
used as lters. One the area of interest is deteted, the optial ow is omputed, as it an
be observed in gure 3.44.
Figure 3.44: Optial ow result for lipreading, from Chitu et al. [CRW07℄.
The visual features related to the horizontal and vertial displaement are then extrated
and omputed.
Yang et al [YYS07℄, design three dynami probability maps based on the olor, shape
and edge features, and utilize them to extrat the ontours of the lip using a grid-based
gradient-asent approah. The lip ontours are desribed using a set of parabolas. After
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the outer lip ontour is extrated, the olor probability map of the inner lip region is
dened to nd its presene, obtaining the model of gure 3.45.
The enter pc of the model is loated at (xc,yc). The upper lip ontours are dened by the
outer lip, you, and the inner lip yiu, with an oset b; and the lower lip ontours, yol for the
outer lip, and yil the inner lip. clo, cli, cuo and cuo are the vertial distanes between pc
and the orrespondent lip ontour. δo and δi are the distanes between pc and the outer
and inner mouth orners. To onlude, p is a pixel.
Figure 3.45: Parameters of the inner and outer lip shape model, from Yang et al. [YYS07℄.
Aording to Shdaifat et al. [SGL01℄, the German phonemes are subdivided in ve groups
aording to the lip shade and are easy to detet. The ve possibilities are shown in gure
3.46. The image of the lips is found by orrelating a pattern image representing the lips,
with the speaker's image.
Figure 3.46: The ve viseme lasses, from Shdaifat et al. [SGL01℄.
One deteted the lips, the image is rotated and saled to the standard position for further
viseme reognition and ompared with all the possibilities. This method is found interesting
due to its simpliity and the auray of its results.
3.4.3.2 Three Dimensional Lip Features
The goal of the 3D lip features representation is to be able to model any shape as a 3D
polynomial surfae. As it has been explained in the previous setion, the lip traking and
feature detetion has been reahed by many methods with dierent results. Thus, it is
reasonable to think that the lips features detetion an be improved by using an image
obtained by stereo vision.
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A model based on a 3D polygonal surfae was proposed by Basu et al. [BOP98℄ that was
appliable to analysis and synthesis of the lip motions. The motion is learnt statistially
from video and the 3D model position is evaluated so that its 2D projetion ts the area
of the lips.
Aording to Guiard-Marigny et al. [GMTA
+
96℄, it is possible to model 3D lip
models with only ve parameters, whih are easy to measure from the speaker's
fae.
One the outer and inner lip ontours are found, and onsidering the lips to be symmetri,
2D models are ontrollable by the width and height of the internal lip ontour and the lip
ontrat protrusion. In order to render the volume of the lips, three intermediate ontours
between the internal and the external ontours are identied, whih an be obtained
from the three parameters speied above, and the protrusion of the upper lip and lower
lip.
It is important to note that although the human lips are not modeled by 5 parameters,
they are easy ontrollable and measured on the speaker's fae with eient results. The
parameters were utilized to generate the lip model of gure 3.47. This method was proved
to be able to transmit the 78% of the speeh information that natural lips were able to
transmit.
Figure 3.47: 3D lip model generated by Guiard-Marigny et al. [GMTA
+
96℄.
The proposal from Revéret & Benoît [RB98℄ is to go further and use only 3 parame-
ters to ontrol the model. The model onsists of a 3D urve alled ontour urve that
goes through a predened median ontour. Eah ontour urve is dened by the in-
terpolation of 10 points. Figure 3.48 shows the ontrol points and the basi ontour
urves.
PCA is applied on the lip shapes whih are onsidered of more importane, and the rst
three omponents are found to aount for 94% of the total variane. Thus, these three
omponents are used diretly to ontrol the parameters of the model, i.e., any linear
ombination of the three rst eigenvetors of the PCA gives a new position of all the
ontrol points.
The lip traking used is based on an analysis-synthesis system. The information omes
from the information brought by the model motion, learnt on the speaker and ontrolled
by the three parameters. The advantage of this system is that the projetion an be
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Figure 3.48: Control points and ontour urves from the lip model generated by Revéret
& Benoît [RB98℄.
done in any possible angle of view. In order to stabilize the onvergene proess, an op-
timization of the loation of the skin surrounding the lips is added, (Revéret & Benoît
[RB98℄).
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4.1 Introdution
In this hapter, Bumblebee® amera properties are desribed and the eletion of this
partiular amera is justied.
4.2 Bumblebee® Camera
This projet is based on the utilization of a Stereo Camera from Point Grey Researh
(PGR), speially the BB2-COL-03S2M/03S2C, a olor stereo amera with two CCD
image sensors, with a maximum resolution of 640 x 480 pixels. It is supposed to run at 48
fps via its IEEE-1394 interfae.
Point Grey Researh is engaged in the manufature of advaned digital amera tehnol-
ogy. They design, manufature and distribute ameras that are known for their exellent
quality and performane. The great advantage is the fat that the ameras inlude stereo
proessing support, from image orretion and alignment to dense orrelation-based stereo
mapping.
More information about PGR's software is ontained in hapter 5.
Figure 4.1: Bumblebee® Camera utilized, from PGR [Poi07℄
The main features of the amera are:
 Two 1/3 inh, Sony ICX424 Color progressive san CCDs
 648x488 square pixels at 48 FPS frame rate
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 12 bit A/D
 Shutter speed: 0.01 ms to 66.63 ms  15 Hz
 Baseline: 12m
 4mm foal length lenses
 Size: approx. 157 X 36 X 47.4 mm
 Weight: approx. 342g
 Automati/manual gain and shutter ontrol with adjustable frame rate
 Independent ontrol of CCD gains for image intensity balaning
 Color models provide Bayer tiled images for reonstrution on the host
 One IEEE-1394 6-pin onnetor and 12-pin GPIO onnetor
 Power supplied by IEEE-1394
 Power onsumption: 2.5 W
Two things are important to note; the rst one is the amera prealibration. This means,
as explained in the hapter before, that the software an automatially retrieve the image
orretion information.
The seond important point is that the amera synhronizes itself. The importane
of a good synhronization was treated on the hapter 2.3, and basially deals with
the need of having exatly the same moment grabbed, to generate dense disparity
maps.
4.3 Bumblebee® System
The Bumblebee system software supplies an optimized fast-orrelation stereo ore that
performs fast Sum of Absolute Distanes (SAD). The method is know for its simpliity,
speed, robustness and the dense disparity images generated.
The SAD onsists of omparing along the same row a given square from the ref-
erene image with the neighborhoods of the pixel in the other image. Mathemati-
ally:
min
dmax
d=dmin
m
2∑
i=−m
2
m
2∑
j=−m
2
|Iright[x+ i][y + j]− Ileft[x+ i+ d][y + j]| (4.1)
Where dmin and dmax are the minimum and maximum disparities,m is the mask size, and
Iright and Ileft are the right and left images.
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Note that the values of dmin and dmax an be ontrolled. Dierent values are tested in
hapter 6, in order to nd the relation with the maximum frame rate.
Moreover, a visual example of the disparity map generation proess from the images taken
with the Bumblebee would be as follows.
Figure 4.2: Grab example obtained from the Bumblebee amera.
First of all, as it an be observed in gure 4.2, the distane between the points A and B
to the edge line, in eah image, is dierent. We dene disparity of the points A and B
as:
D(A) = x(Aleft)− x(Aright) (4.2)
D(B) = x(Bleft)− x(Bright) (4.3)
Note that only the horizontal displaement is relevant beause of the horizontal o-
set of the ameras. In gure 4.3 it is lear that the distanes in the Y axis are the
same.
Figure 4.3: Mathing features on the same horizontal line.
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Calulating D(A) and D(B) we nd D(A) < D(B), i.e. the point B in the sene is loser
than point A.
Finally, one the disparity map is found, a temperature mask an be applied, as shown
in gure 4.4. Warm points have highest disparity (losest) and old points have lowest
disparity (furthest).
Figure 4.4: Color Disparity example image
4.4 Point Grey Disparity Map
The Bumblebee enables the possibility of produing disparity maps in an 8 bit or 16 bit
format in the Portable Grey Map (PGM) le format.
As it has been previously ommented in setion 3.3.5, the 8 bit image is an unsigned
integer 8 bit format with 256 levels gray sale and an be viewed with MATLAB or any
other viewer program.
See gure 4.5, the 8 bits disparity map from 4.6, where the ight ase is learly vis-
ible in dark gray, and the table, whih is in the bakground, is a light shade of
gray.
The 16 bit depth images are in xed point format, the top 8 bits are the integer portion
and the bottom 8 bits are the sub-pixel portion.
There are a number of pixels that are reserved. "Invalid pixels are marked with the levels
240 to 255 (the white olor pixels that are observed in many setions of the image), and 0
is used for points at innity. Therefore, the maximum disparity range ongurable is 240"
(Point Grey Researh [Poi07℄).
It is important to note that the maximum disparity value has to be xed at the maximum
distane where the desired objet is ontained and never larger values. Larger values only
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Figure 4.5: Raw 8 bits disparity map
Figure 4.6: Image of the ight ase from the left stereo image.
derease the eieny of the PGR system beause it has to searh over larger distanes
to math the orresponding point.
Interpolation
1
is also possible to produe more aurate disparity maps. It is useful when
produing 3D speaker's reonstrution as it an be observed in gure 4.8, obtained from
PGR [Poi07℄, where the failure of the stereo orrespondene, deeply explained in setion
2.3, an be learly observed, i.e. the regions where the image is missing are aused by
partial olusion, in this ase, the side of the monitor.
Note that for the generation of 3D speaker's reonstrution maximum resolution, rotations
and translations are needed, thus, the proess beomes diult to ahieve on real time
due to the number of alulations.
1
In the PGR system by ativating the sub-pixel interpolation mode ag.
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Figure 4.7: Image of a Monitor, from Point Grey Researh [Poi07℄
Figure 4.8: Image Rotated in 3D, from Point Grey Researh [Poi07℄
Moreover, if a 16 bit format image is diretly displayed, as in gure 4.9, produed from
the image of gure 4.6, rare results are obtained. Therefore, if diret display is de-
sired from a 16 bit maps, onversion bak to 8 bit by stripping o the bottom bits is
needed.
4.5 Camera Settings
4.5.1 White Balane
The aim of the white balane is to ompensate the dierent soures of light that aet
the sene, whih generate undesired eets in the olors from the aptured image. This
adjustment an be set automati, however, an inorret white balane may reate prob-
lems in the points mathing stage, due to photometri variations, explained in setion
2.3.
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Figure 4.9: Raw 16 bit map image.
Auto white balane is performed eletronially and is based on the white objets of the
pitures. Moreover, it should take into aount the apparent olor temperature (K)
2
of
the light soure.
The top image from gure 4.10 does not ontain the true olors as the bottom one, whose
white balane has been automatially orreted.
To ensure the orret adjustment of the white balane every time the environmental
light is hanged, it is enough to adjust the olor values when grabbed a white im-
age.
The Bumblebee takes 1 seond to reah an aeptable white balane auto alibration in
the laboratory.
4.5.2 Shutter Speed
The shutter speed measures the time that the shutter of the amera remains opened
for eah piture. Therefore, it ontrols the amount of light that reahes the sensor. It is
normally indiated as a fration, whih means that the shutter remains opened during the
speied fration of a seond.
It is reommended the use of a stabilization method, suh as a tripod, when utilizing shut-
ter speed lower than 1/60. Otherwise, the image an appear blurred and moved (Digital
photography shool [Dig08℄). However, a slow shutter generates more ation information,
suh as the diretion and the shape of the ation.
2
The possible variation of the white light is known as olor temperature, and it an be warmer or ooler.
Some typial examples: Candlelight and relight have 1850 K, the daylight has 5600 K and the sunlight
at noon has 6700 K, from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Color_temperature.
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Figure 4.10: Top image: default white balane at the lab, where there are uoresent lamps.
Bottom image: orret white balane setting.
Figure 4.11: Dierent shuttering examples from the same waterfall. The right image has
a higher shutter speed than the left one. While the right image freezes the
motion of water, the left one gives information of the ow diretion. From
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shutter_speed.
The setting of shutter speed depends on the goal of the appliation, the feature reognition
system to be used and how it is desired to apture the movement. In this ase, a quik
shutter speed is needed, as we already obtain enough frames per seond to get the shape
and move diretion of the features.
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4.5.3 Gain and Bias
The Bumblebee system, speially the Trilops library 5.3, enables the ontrol of the gain
and the bias to produe more aurate stereo results.
An easy way to understand them is to see the gain as the ontrast ontrol of the television
and the bias as the brightness.
On one hand, gain value is expressed in units of eletrons per ount. In numbers, that
means that a gain of 1.8 e
−
count
means that 1 ount is produed every 1.8 reorded eletrons.
It is measured in time, as eletrons an not be splitted, i.e. the number is an average
onversion ratio,
4
5
of the time 1 ount is produed from 2 eletrons, and
1
5
of the time 1
ount is produed from 1 eletron.
It is important also to note that the measurements in a CCD image use units of ounts.
That means that ount units do not provide a straight forward omparison to be made.
For example, imagine that two ameras reord 24 eletrons, but the rst one has a gain
of 2.0 and the seond 8.0. The same pixel would measure 12 ounts in the image from the
rst amera and 3 ounts in the image from the seond amera.
On the other hand, to ensure that the operation in the CCD detetor is done linearly, a
bias urrent is applied. The average of the bias frames is taken and subtrated from the
frames.
The Bumblebee system allows the independent ontrol of the gain, manual or automati.
Speial attention has to be taken if a hange of the gain is set while reording, beause it
will not be applied until the image after the next. The reason is that the shutter period may
be too short. However, the higher is the frame rate, the more unpreditable the moment
when the eet takes plae is.
4.5.4 Image Trigger
The image trigger is the system used to ontrol the grabbing initiation of a digital amera.
The trigger signal ativates the sensor exposure and then the image is read and sent. The
Bumblebee amera has four dierent trigger possibilities. All the modes and the interation
with the onnetors are fully ongurable.
1. Trigger mode 0: It is the standard external trigger, i.e. the shutter gets opened during
a ongured time (see setion 4.5.2) from the moment the trigger input falling/rising
edge omes.
2. Trigger mode 1: It is known as the bulb shutter mode. It onsists of ontrolling the
exposure duration of the sensor with the length of the trigger signal, i.e. starts with
the rising edge and nishes with the falling edge.
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3. Trigger mode 3: It makes possible to skip frames. The sensor works as in trigger mode
0 but there is a ontrollable oset (N) in the trigger signal, in order to transmit only
one out of N images.
4. Trigger mode 14: It is the mode that allows the fastest apture. It works as the
trigger mode 0, the exposure duration of the sensor is previously ongured, but the
dierene is that more trigger signals are allowed. The exposure starts as soon as
the readout is omplete. Otherwise, the start is delayed until the next opportunity
if the trigger arrives while the image is being read.
More detailed information an be found in "Digital Camera Register Referene", available
in PGR's website [Poi07℄.
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5.1 Introdution
In this hapter the implemented software in this projet is desribed. A more detailed
desription of the Point Grey Researh Software an be obtained in PGR's website
[Poi07℄.
The Bumblebee system inludes two pakages. The Fly apture software development kit
(SDK) is utilized in the aquisition step and is in harge of the amera ontrol. The Tri-
lops SDK produes the image retiation and performs the stereo proessing. It supplies
an assembly optimized fast-orrelation stereo ore that performs fast Sum of Absolute
Dierenes (SAD) stereo orrelation, see 2.3.
It is possible to aess both pakages to ustom stereo proessing as de-
sired.
 
3D information Image via IEEE 1394 
Fly Capture 
(Stereo Camera) 
Triclops 
(SDK) 
Application 
(User Software) 
Figure 5.1: Dierent software ategories utilized in the projet.
Aording to gure 5.1, the projet is divided in three main bloks:
1. The Fly Capture SDK provides the fundamental vision sensing and is in harge of
the aquisition.
2. Trilops SDK proesses the previously grabbed amera images to obtain 3D infor-
mation. As the images have been already obtained with the Fly Capture, it is not
neessary to work as a real-time proess, thus, it is possible to take advantage of the
funtions ontained in this pakage to work with grabbed images.
3. The software appliation developed aording to our neessities, based on both Fly-
Capture and Trilops
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5.2 Fly Capture SDK
Fly apture SDK ontrols the vision amera settings and the image aquisition. Among
all the possibilities to ongure the amera, speially remarkable are the white balane,
shutter speed and amera gain, already explained in the setion 4.5.
The Bumblebee is ontrolled via the IEEE 1394 rewire bus, whih is in harge also to
retrieve the images to the previously alloated memory.
5.3 Trilops SDK
Trilops SDK ontrols the stereo proess and generates disparity maps by performing
the stereo orrelation. A big number of parameters involved in the proess an be spei-
ed.
- Image Size/Resolution: It is possible to speify the size of the image that is to be
used as the initial grey sale image.
- Disparity Range: The range of distanes that are desired to be measured, dmin and
dmax.
- Mask Size: Speies the oarseness of the features to be mathed between images.
- Preproessing: Speies where the mathing is desired to be arried out, on grey-sale
or on the preproessed images.
- Validation: Handles the veriation of the orret mathed images.
- Regions of Interest: It enables the speiation of smaller regions where the image
proessing is desired.
- Subpixel Interpolation: If more aurate and preise maps are desired it is possible
to ativate the subpixel interpolation.
To enable dierent kinds of stereo proessing, the Bumblebee systems inludes the onept
of the Trilops ontext.
The Trilops ontext is in harge of storing the amera onguration, the parameters of
stereo proessing, the input data and the results, i.e. alloates all the required memory
and ats as a handle to the amera. It is initialized using the onguration of the amera,
whih ontains all the geometri amera information (see setion 3.2.2.1). It is ongured
with the speiations of the stereo proessing desired, e.g. resolution, disparity range and
validation among others.
Therefore, multiple ontext allows the sharing of data and proessing information with
minimal eort in the further onguration steps.
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One the ontext onguration is speied, it is assigned to images that are to be proessed
by the stereo software, by passing information obtained from the amera into a ontext,
or by loading the image information from the le that ontains the images. It is then used
to perform the stereo proessing and obtain the results.
The operation of the Trilops SDK an be summarized in two main bloks, shown in gure
5.2.
 
Pre-processed 
images 
Raw input 
images 
Pre-processing  
Low-pass filtering   
Rectification                      
Edge detection 
Stereo processing  
Stereo Matching               
Validation                        
Subpixel interpolation 
Figure 5.2: How data ow in the Trilops library, from Point Grey Researh [Poi07℄.
1. The pre-proessing blok applies a low-pass lter, reties the images and performs
the edge detetion.
2. The stereo proessing blok mathes the stereo, validates the results and interpolates.
Preproessing:
1. Low-Pass Filtering
Filtering the images helps the further proess of retiation, avoiding the aliasing
eet. It smooths the images at the expense of making the proess slower.
2. Retiation
The retiation proess has been already explained in 3.3.4. It speeds up the whole
stereo proess by reduing the orrespondene searh to a one dimensional searh
along the horizontal omponent.
3. Edge Detetion
Edge detetion is appropriate in environments where the lighting onditions hange
signiantly. It is based on mathing the points aording to their intensity, whih
remains onstant. However, it makes the whole proess slower.
Stereo Proessing:
1. Stereo Mathing
Basially, it depends on:
- Disparity Range: It is the range of pixels that the stereo algorithm searhes to
nd the best math.
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- Correlation Mask: Is the area around the pixel where the stereo algorithm
searhes the best map, whih size has to be equally surrounded, thus, it has to
be an odd number of pixels.
The size has to be proportional to the resolution utilized, i.e. a large mask
produes depth maps whih is denser and smoother than smaller, but the iden-
tiation of depth disontinuities results impreise.
2. Validation
There are four dierent validation methods to make sure the orrespondene has
been orret. All of them are separately ontrollable.
The texture validation is based on the levels of texture in the orrelation mask. It
delares the pixel invalid if there is not enough amount of texture or ontrast to
math orretly.
The uniqueness validation determines if a mathed pixel is the best option. As the
orrespondent pixel may be oluded, it an delare the pixel invalid if the orrelation
result is not high enough.
The bak and forth onsists of verifying whether the orrespondene is the same
using both images as referene image. It is important that this validation dereases
the whole proess beause the mathing is done twie.
The surfae validation onsists of removing the spikes aused by wrong orrespon-
dene. The errors are loated taking into aount that are loally stable, not large
and have no support from the surroundings. The algorithm is extrated from Murray
& Little [ML00℄ and is proprietary.
3. Subpixel Interpolation
Utilizing the disparity results of the pixels in their neighborhood, it is possible to
approximate the disparity with subpixel auray.
5.4 Our Appliation
5.4.1 General Explanation
This setion provides detailed explanation of the user dened software. It is a kind of
interfae whih integrates the Fly Capture and/or Trilops depending on the require-
ments.
The programs are thought in a way that it is possible to have dierent grabs without losing
time proessing them.
First, an attempt was made to proess the grabs on the y, i.e. as they were aptured.
However, the pakage provided by PGR does not allow to perform the testing on real-time.
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Consequently, at the end another alternative was hosen. It onsists of saving diretly the
grabbed images and then, stereo proess them. Most of the trials were run more eiently
this way. By using this method, it allowed the user to apture the images at the same
speed as they were produed by the system and, subsequently, to use them in other elds
or programs, as it was originally intended.
All programs work in a similar way, the funtion doGrabLoop() alled from the main
funtion is in harge of overing all the frames and saving all the parameters required in
the image, e.g. the time apture information.
There are three dierent programs:
1. Grab: grabs the images and saves them in a le named "NAME_stream.pgr". It
reates a "NAME_info.txt" le where the basi information about the grab an be
found. The syntax used to all it is:
grab.exe NAME
It an be seen in appendix D.
2. Separate: Takes the .pgr le and splits in the same folder all the dierent frames in
a .ppm format. The syntax used to all it is:
separate.exe NAME #FRAMES
Moreover, the le "input.al" (appendix G) has to be ontained in the same folder.
It is the alibration le needed for the lens distortion and amera misalignments
orretion. In the atual version of the PGR SDK it is not available to save au-
tomatially and hange the alibration le from the Fly Capture pakage, but the
programs are already prepared for a PGR update, that inludes that apability.
It an be seen in appendix E.
3. Stereo: Takes the .pgr le and stereo proess all the images, leaving in the same
folder for disparity, B/W, and retied les. The syntax used to all it is:
stereo.exe NAME #FRAMES
Again, the le "input.al" has to be in the same folder.
It an be seen in appendix F.
5.4.2 Involved Parts of the Appliation
5.4.2.1 Main Strutures
This setion gives detailed information about the main strutures utilized in the mentioned
odes.
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FlyCapture
1. FlyCaptureContext
FlyCapture ontext is a pointer to an internal struture. It ats as a handle to the
amera, and it is the reason why it is not atually possible to run the program
without the amera onneted.
2. FlyCaptureImage
1 FlyCaptureImage
2 {
3 i n t iRows ;
4 i n t iCo l s ;
5 i n t iRowIn ; // Number o f p i x e l s per row
6 FlyCaptureVideoMode videoMode ;
7 FlyCaptureTimestamp timestamp ;
8 Unsigned har * pData ; // Main in fo rmat ion
9 Bool bSt ippled ; // Colour : 1 , Grey : 0
10 FlyCapturePixelFormat pixer lFormat ;
11 Int iNumImages ;
12 Unsigned long ulReserved [ 6 ℄ ;
13 }
3. FlyCaptureImagePlus
1 FlyCaptureImagePlus
2 {
3 FlyCaptureImage image ; // FlyCapture s t ru ture , p r ev i ou s l y exp la ined
4 unsigned i n t uiSeqNums ; // To on t r o l whether the re i s a frame l o s t
5 unsigned i n t u iBu f f e r Index ; // Number must be passed to "unlok " the funt i on
6 unsigned long ulReserved [ 8 ℄ ;
7 }
Trilops
1. TrilopsContext
Trilops ontext has been already explained in setion 5.3. It is a pointer to an
internal struture where the parameters of stereo proessing, the data and the results
are stored.
2. TrilopsImage
This is the struture where the images are saved.
1 Tri lopsImage
2 {
3 i n t nrows ;
4 i n t n o l s ;
5 i n t rowin ;
6 unsigned har* data ;
7 }
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3. TrilopsInput
This is the struture that ontains the image input to the Trilops library.
1 Tr i  l ops Input
2 {
3 TrilopsInputType inputType ; //Whih kind o f input
4 TrilopsTimestamp timeStamp ;
5 i n t nrows ;
6 i n t n o l s ;
7 i n t rowin ;
8
9 union
10 {
11 TrilopsInputRGB rgb ;
12 TrilopsInputRGB32BitPaked rgb32BitPaked ;
13 } u ;
14 }
4. TrilopsInputRGB
This struture has the buers that ontain all the pixels in the red, green and blue
bands.
1 TrilopsInputRGB
2 {
3 void * red ;
4 void * green ;
5 void * blue ;
6 }
5. TrilopsPakedColorImage
This struture denes the format of a 32bit paked olor image.
1 TrilopsPakedColorImage
2 {
3 i n t nrows ;
4 i n t n o l s ;
5 i n t rowin ;
6 Tri lopsPakedCo lo rP ixe l * data ; // format o f a p i x e l o f 32 b i t s
7 }
5.4.2.2 Funtions Implementation
This setion shows the most important funtions utilized. All the desriptions are more
deeply explained in the manuals "Trilops Stereo Vision SDK Manual" and "Fly Capture
API Programming Referene" at [Poi07℄.
The utilized Funtions are:
1. Grab:
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a)1 f l y aptureCreateContext ( &ontext ) ;
It reates a FlyCapture ontext and alloates all the required memory by as-
signing the address of the previously reated pointer, to the variable ontext.
The funtion returns a value for the error handle.
b)1 f l y  a p t u r e I n i t i a l i z e P l u s ( ontext ,CAMERA_INDEX,BUFFERS, a rpBuf f e r s ) ;
It initializes the amera and assoiates it with the FlyCapture ontext. With
this funtion is possible to speify the number of buers to use and alloates
them outside the library.
)1 f lyaptureSetImageTimestamping ( ontext , t rue ) ;
Makes possible to inlude in the rst 4 bytes of every image time information
about the moment of generation.
d)1 doGrabLoop( ontext , argv [ 1 ℄ ) ;
Initializes the grab loop
e)1 f lyaptureLokNext ( ontext , &imagePlus ) ;
This funtion bloks itself if the image has not still been read, in oder to avoid
its loss. As several buers an be delared, the funtion is used to make sure
there has not been any lost image by omparing the sequene number inluded
in the inoming images.
f)1 f l y aptureUn lok ( ontext , imagePlus . u iBu f f e r Index ) ;
It is the funtion used to unlok the bloked images. It works speially for
eah image.
g)1 f l y aptureStop ( ontext ) ;
This funtion stops the grabbing proess of the indiated ontext.
h)1 f lyaptureDestroyContext ( ontext ) ;
Erases the indiated ontext, in order to prevent the lak of memory.
2. Separate:
a)1 f lyaptureGetCal ibrat ionFi leFromCamera ( f l yapture , &s zCa lF i l e ) ;
Retrieves the alibration le from the amera. This funtion is atually not
working on the FlyCapture pakage. It will permit the software to work without
having onneted the amera at the same omputer, thus parallel proessing
will be possible.
b)1 f lyaptureSaveImage ( ontext , imageToWrite2 , szFileName , f i l eFormat1 ) ;
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Writes the speied image buer to disk in the speied format, in this ase
.ppm, but it an be hanged to other formats.
3. Stereo:
a)1 t r i  lopsGetDefau l tContextFromFi le ( &t r i  l o p s , s zCa lF i l e ) ;
Creates an initial ontext with the amera alibration data aording to the
read le.
b)1 t r i  l o p s S e tR e s o l u t i o n ( t r i  l o p s , 4 8 0 , 6 40 ) ;
This funtion sets the desired resolution of the output images.
)1 f l y apturePrepareSter eo Image ( f l yapture , f lyaptureImage ,
2 &tempImage,&tempImage ) ;
Converts the raw pixel interleaved image aptured from the Bumblebee amera
into row interleaved format.
d)1 t r i  lopsBui ldRGBTri lopsInput ( imageCols , imageRows , imageRowIn ,
2 timeStampSeonds , timeStampMiroSeonds , redMono , greenMono ,
3 blueMono ,& t r i  l o p s I n pu t ) ;
Builds a RGB image ontaining both, right and left, images from the row inter-
leaved image.
e)1 t r i  l o p sR e  t i f y ( t r i  l o p s , &t r i  l o p s I n pu t ) ;
This funtion reties the TrilopsInput and leaves it in the indiated trilops
ontext. It uses the alibration parameters already inluded in the ontext.
f)1 t r i  l o p sP r e p r o  e s s ( t r i  l o p s , &inputData ) ;
This funtion unpaks and reties the input image and an also the smoothing
and the edge edge detetion. The result image is leaved in the indiated trilops
ontext.
g)1 t r i  l o p s S t e r e o ( t r i  l o p s ) ;
This funtion does the stereo proessing stage (see setion 5.3) in the indiated
ontext.
h)1 t r i  l opsBu i ldPakedTr i  l ops Input ( imageCols , imageRows ,
2 imageRowIn *4 , timeStampSeonds , timeStampMiroSeonds ,
3 redColor ,& o lo r Input ) ;
Builds a paked TrilopsInput image, ontaining a single image with 32 bpp
1
,
from the row interleaved image.
1
Bits per pixel.
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i)1 t r i  l opsRet i f yPakedCo lo r Image ( t r i  l o p s ,TriCam_REFERENCE,
2 &olorInput , &o lor Image ) ;
This funtion reties a paked TrilopsInput and leaves it in the indiated
trilops ontext.
j)1 t r i  lopsSavePakedColorImage(&olorImage , pFileName ) ;
It saves the paked olor image in the indiated le.
k)1 t r i  l opsGet Image ( t r i  l o p s , TriImg_DISPARITY , TriCam_REFERENCE,
2 &di spar i ty Image ) ;
This funtion retrieves the disparity image from the indiated ontext.
l)1 t r i  l opsSave Image ( &dispar i tyImage , pFileName ) ;
This funtion saves the image to the indiated le.
m)1 t r i  l opsSe tDi spar i tyMapp ing ( ontext , minDisparity , maxDisparity ) ;
This funtion sets the disparity mapping range values. The image will have its
pixel values saled from the minimum indiated to the maximum indiated.
n)1 t r i  l opsDes t royContext ( t r i  l o p s ) ;
This funtion erases the indiated ontext, in order to prevent the lak of mem-
ory.
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6.1 Introdution
In this hapter the dierent obtained images from the simulation proedure and its statis-
tial results will be explained.
6.2 Results
As it has been introdued before, in this projet has been developed a quik method to
obtain stereo images. Dierent samples obtained with our appliation and some speed
analysis are shown below.
6.2.1 Samples
In gure 6.1, a simple image is shown as it is reeived in the omputer via the rewire.
The lines in the laboratory do not appear straight.
It may not be obvious that the dierenes between the images aet both ,X and Y , axes.
Therefore, in gure 6.2 both images have been superimposed.
Figure 6.1: Unretied stereo image.
One applied the retiation proess explained in hapter 3.3.4, retied images are
obtained. In gure 6.3 a blak and white stereo image are shown. In gure 6.4, olor
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Figure 6.2: Pair stereo unretied images superimposed.
stereo images are shown. It may be more interesting to obtain blak and white im-
ages if the stereo feature algorithm works with it, thus, a greater frame rate is
ahieved.
Figure 6.3: Retied B/W left and right hannels of the stereo image.
Figure 6.4: Retied olor left and right hannels of the stereo image.
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On the ontrary, in gure 6.5 the retied images have been superimposed, and only a
dierene in the X axis is observed.
Figure 6.5: Pair stereo retied Images superimposed.
The disparity image shows the depth image. It is obtained by alulating the dierene
between the input images aording to the theory desribed at hapter 3. Although there
are some errors orrupted by noise, the distane information orresponding to eah objet
still an be seen. Figure 6.6 shows the disparity map of the rst visualized images, gure
6.1.
Figure 6.6: Disparity image.
6.2.2 Statistial Results
It is important to remember that the seond generated method not only optimizes the
maximum speed possible aording to PGR speiations, but also is almost the method
that provides results with the lowest maximum estimated error, table 6.1, as it an be
seen in the next gures.
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Aording to PGR, the maximum frame rate of the 640x480 amera is 48fps for both
the left and right eyes. This means, for example, that when running the FlyCapture and
Trilops program, it should be able to grab images at 48fps.
It is not possible for the amera to output images faster than the rate desribed above,
and the Bumblebee system does not implement any region of interest funtionality until
the moment.
6.2.2.1 Eet of Stereo Proessing on Frame Rate
Depending on the speed of the user's system and the stereo proessing settings being
used, the maximum speed hanges, i.e. the amera will ontinue to deliver images to the
PC at the full frame rate, but the PC needs to proess eah frame and do the stereo
proessing.
As it an be seen in the next table, disable stereo proessing on y is the basis of the seond
method (640 x 480 opt), explained in setion 5.4, getting exellent results in term of a
maximum stability (lower variane) and a higher frame rate mean. All the measurements
were taken using a Intel Core 2 Duo 1066Mhz.
Resolution (Pixels) Mean (fps) Variane (
√
fps)
640 x 480 opt 21.4627 0.8215
640 x 480 4.4312 0.4623
320 x 240 8.1841 1.6843
160 x 120 17.04 2.7746
Table 6.1: Frame rate results.
When it omes to a real live proessing method, results are not entirely satisfatory. PGR
system does not allow full quality on the y 3D proessing. A more visual gure of the
dierent frame rate an be seen in gure 6.7, where the only resolution that is lose to
the previous results in terms of frame rate is 160x120 pixels, however, it is muh more
unstable (see the variane in the previous table 6.1 or in gure 6.8, where the dierent
frame rate between eah sample is shown.)
1
. It is important to note, that this redued
resolution only inreases the speed of the olor and stereo proessing and does not aet
the size of the atual images and therefore the atual output frame rate, being sent by
the amera. For example, seleting 160x120 down sampling is done in software, not on the
amera, and is used with the idea of speeding up stereo proessing, not the atual frame
rate.
Also important to note is that all the measures are taken utilizing the maximum bandwidth
parameter
2
.
1
Every measure has been obtained from the independent measurement of 10 samples.
2
Fly Capture pakage allows the ontrol of the bandwidth parameter, that is in harge of the rewire
bandwidth. 100.0 indiates full possible bandwidth.
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Figure 6.7: Frame rate Vs. Resolution.
Figure 6.8: Dierene between the dierent measurements.
6.2.2.2 Eet of Disparity Range Variation on Frame Rate
Aording to PGR, another possibility to improve the image proessing frame rate is to
redue the number of disparities being searhed. The disparity range treats the minimum
and maximum dierene between the oordinates of the same feature in the left and right
image. Five dierent Disparity ranges have been measured, inluding what aording to
Gros & Pster [BZGP06℄ obtains the best results (103-146) (see appendix B), gure 6.9.
In our ase also gave interesting results (85-146) in order to identify with more details the
global situation of the speaker, gure 6.10.
It is lear that gure 6.9 oers a better desription of the lips, but on the ontrary, it
beomes diult to make a quik idea of the global image, thus, a wider disparity range
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Figure 6.9: Disparity olor image with a disparity range of 103-146.
Figure 6.10: Disparity olor image with a disparity range of 85-146.
is needed. In ase there is only interest in analyzing parts with little depth dierene, lips
or eyes for example, a lower disparity range generates more lear and quiker disparity
maps.
As it an be observed in the following tables, although a signiant improvement ould be
expeted reduing the disparity range aording to Point Grey Researh [Poi07℄, the results
obtained are not onsistent. A possible reason is that other auses as the system's proessor
speed and performane are supposed to have a greater importane.
Disparity Range Mean (fps) Variane (
√
fps)
0-64 4.4312 0.4623
0-30 3.2950 0.0299
0-15 3.4966 0.1796
103-146 4.2440 0.2587
85-146 3.8982 0.4413
Table 6.2: Dierent disparity range results for 640x480.
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Disparity Range Mean (fps) Variane (
√
fps)
0-64 8.1841 1.6843
0-30 8.5463 2.4929
0-15 8.0401 0.2782
103-146 9.0164 2.4514
85-146 9.2955 4.6731
Table 6.3: Dierent disparity range results for 320x240.
Disparity Range Mean (fps) Variane (
√
fps)
0-64 17.04 2.7746
0-30 14.1958 4.1286
0-15 17.3544 3.3849
103-146 13.491 1.7930
85-146 14.3166 9.7607
Table 6.4: Dierent disparity range results for 160x120.
To onlude, in gure 6.11, an be observed how the two previous points aet the frame
rate aording to our measurements.
Figure 6.11: Frame rate aording to the disparity range and the resolution measured.
The proess of obtaining a frame rate at the level of 20 fps nally works with an average
speed of 21.4627 frames per seond using an Intel Core 2 Duo 1066Mhz, and is lear that
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the stereo amera is full-well working at a onsiderable speed. Therefore, the task required
from this projet are aomplished
3
.
6.3 Conlusions
This report presents a well-performed solution for integrating a Bumblebee stereo amera
into an audio visual speeh reognition system. The basis needed to understand the whole
proess is explained to enable the omprehension of the system.
In terms of speed, the Bumblebee amera and the software generated is more sensitive
to a hange in the image resolution than in the disparity range. However, making use
of a lower disparity range should imply a redution in the time trial, and hene, better
speed.
The overall stereo method was disussed. This method may have advantages over many
other existing methods in several appliations, e.g. live proessing method and ative
measures, and may be useful as a rst step in order to avoid the vast majority problems
in omputer vision and its features reognition, e.g. fae movements while speaking and
mouth traking.
6.4 Future Work Proposed
The main problem related to the speed is when treating with real time feature reognition
due to the bits overowness. A visual feature reognition method based on the usage of a
ROI should improve this handiap, the time is greatly redued and the possible unwanted
artifats are avoided. Avoiding the alulation of subpixel ranges should also improve the
global system. Of ourse, it is also important to avoid having several ameras in the same
bus.
Obviously, if a lower resolution is suitable for the features reognition proess, it is
highly reommended to utilize it, as it is the ation whih implies a better improve-
ment.
There is also the possibility of grabbing Blak and White (B/W) images when it results
useful. Aording to Point Grey Researh [Poi07℄, B/W models are faster than olor ones,
sine the onversion of the stippled images into olor images dereases the global proess.
Also important is that these models have a higher resolution due to the ahievement of
the olor proess, where the olor is obtained from the interpolation of the raw pixel
values.
As a relatively nearby image is going to be treated, and the goal is to reate a real
onditions method, large depth dierenes and homogeneous skin olor problems, are
3
Further enhanements arried out in the department have reahed a frame rate of 31fps, using an Intel
Core 2 Duo 1066Mhz.
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supposed to appear. Therefore, speial are should be given in order to prevent this prob-
lem.
The skin olor problem an be solved by ltering the amera image with a broad lter
boolean look-up table previously obtained on dierent users and dierent lighting ondi-
tions. This table an also respond to head and hands even if the bakground or lothes are
lose to the skin olor, helping to the speaker's loalization problem.
In order to start the exploration of a real time method, a stereo image database on-
sidering the future use has to be reated, to begin testing diretly on the desired on-
ditions. The work from Gross [Gro05℄ is aimed at the fae reognition eld and has an-
alyzed and ompared 27 publiity available databases, thus, it an be a good starting
point.
Moreover, dierent image extration possibilities should be tested with the obtained re-
sults, where the use of MATLAB is reommended, due to its easy working system and
aurate results.
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A Camera Dimensions
This setion is extrated from the website of Point Grey Researh [Poi07℄.
Figure A.1: Bumblebee amera dimensions, from Point Grey Researh [Poi07℄.
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B Stereo Vision Library
The work from Gros & Pster [BZGP06℄ has been arried out using the Bumblebee amera.
Sine PGR allows the adjustment of some parameters, Gross & Pester have summarized
the most important parameters and proposed some values that an result interesting as a
starting point in this projet, see table B.1.
Parameter Value Used Working Range
Stereo Mask 15 11 - 23
Disparity Range 103 - 146 (explained above)
Edge Mask 7 7 - 9
Surfae Validation Threshold 1.0 1.0 - 3.0
Surfae Validation Size 200 200 - 400
Uniqueness Validation Threshold 1.44 1.0 - 3.0
Texture Validation Threshold (not used) (not used)
Table B.1: Reommended values from Gros & Pster [BZGP06℄.
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C Table Showing Trilops Library
Performane over Dierent Proessor and
Memory Congurations
This setion, obtained from the Point Grey Researh website [Poi07℄, shows how the dif-
ferent proessors aet the performane of the trilops library.
Trilops Library Version 3.2a05
Operating System Windows XP
Parameters
 Image Resolution: 320x240
 Subpixel Interpolation: On
 Edge Based Correlatio: On
 Stereo Mask: 15
 Edge Mask: 11
 Disparities: 32
Proessor Speed Memory Prepr. Stereo Speed Dis. Cal.
(GHz) (MB) (ms) (Hz) (ms) (Hz) (ms) (Hz) (mill/se)
Intel PIII 0.45 256 24 42 65 15 89 11 28
Intel PIII 0.85 0 14 71 25 40 39 26 63
Intel PIV 1.7 384 5 200 18 56 23 43 107
Intel PIV 1.8 392 5 200 17 59 22 45 112
AMD Athlon 1.8 256 7 143 12 83 19 53 129
Intel Xeon 2.4 1000 4 250 12 83 16 63 154
Intel PIV 2.4 1000 3 333 11 91 14 71 176
Intel PIV 2.8 1000 3 333 10 100 13 77 189
Intel PIV 2.8 1000 3 333 9 111 12 83 205
Table C.1: Trilops library performane over dierent proessor and memory ongura-
tions, from Point Grey Researh [Poi07℄.
All alulations were done ompletely independent of the Digilops or Bumblebee Stereo
Vision System on a single image. Copyright © Point Grey Reseah In. 2001-2004,
[Poi07℄.
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This appendix ontains the program "Grab" developed in this projet.
1
2 //======================================================================
3 // System In ludes
4 //======================================================================
5 #in lude <a s s e r t . h>
6 #in lude <s td i o . h>
7 #in lude <onio . h> //
8 #in lude <s t d l i b . h> // a t o i ( )
9 #in lude <sys / timeb . h> //Time measuring
10 #in lude <time . h> //Date o f the grab
11
12 #in lude <iostream>
13
14 //======================================================================
15 // Pro j e  t In lude s
16 //======================================================================
17 #in lude " pg r f l y  ap tu r e . h"
18 #in lude " pg r f l y  ap tu r ep l u s . h"
19 //#in lude " p g r f l y  a p t u r e s t e r e o . h"
20
21 //======================================================================
22 // Type De f i n i t i o n s
23 //======================================================================
24 typede f enum _GrabType
25 {
26 LOCK_NEXT,
27 LOCK_LATEST,
28
29 } GrabType ;
30
31 //=======================================================================
32 // Maro De f i n i t i o n s
33 //=======================================================================
34 //
35 // Helper ode to handle a FlyCapture e r r o r .
36 //
37 #de f i n e HANDLE_ERROR( er ro r , fun t i on ) \
38 i f ( e r r o r != FLYCAPTURE_OK ) \
39 { \
40 p r i n t f ( "%s :  %s \n" , funt ion , f l y aptureEr ro rToSt r ing ( e r r o r ) ) ; \
41 r e turn −1; \
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42 } \
43
44 //
45 // Camera bus index to use . 0 = f i r s t amera on the bus .
46 //
47 #de f i n e CAMERA_INDEX 0
48
49 //
50 // Use the de f au l t v ideo mode and frame rate o f the amera
51 //
52 #de f i n e VIDEOMODE FLYCAPTURE_VIDEOMODE_ANY
53 #de f i n e FRAMERATE FLYCAPTURE_FRAMERATE_ANY
54
55 //
56 // Maximum s i z e o f expeted ( raw) image . You must ad jus t t h i s based on
57 // the above videomode .To ensure the bu f f e r i s l a r g e enough to aommodate
58 // padding , add 4096 bytes f o r 1394 a or 8192 bytes f o r 1394b to the image
59 // s i z e ( s e e omments in header f o r more d e t a i l s ) .
60 //
61 #de f i n e MAX_IMAGE_SIZE 640*480 * 2*4
62 // imageCols * imageRows * iS ideBySideImages * 4
63
64 //
65 // Images to grab .
66 //
67 #de f i n e IMAGES_TO_GRAB 10
68
69 //
70 // Bu f f e r s to use f o r grabbing .
71 //
72 #de f i n e BUFFERS 32
73
74 //
75 // Name o f the f i l e s  r ea t ed
76 //
77 #de f i n e NAME_SIZE 30
78
79 //
80 // Grab type to use f o r t e s t i n g
81 //
82 #de f i n e GRAB_TYPE LOCK_NEXT
83
84 //
85 // Reg i s t e r d e f i n e s
86 //
87 #de f i n e INITIALIZE 0x000
88 #de f i n e CAMERA_POWER 0x610
89 #de f i n e FRAME_INFO 0x12F8
90
91 //========================================================================
92 // Optional Maro De f i n i t i o n s
88
93 //========================================================================
94 //
95 #de f i n e STREAM_RAW_TO_DISK
96
97 //========================================================================
98 // Funtion De f i n i t i o n s
99 //========================================================================
100 //
101 // a l l o  a t e ImageBu f f e r s ( )
102 //
103 // This fun t i on a l l o  a t e s a s e r i e s o f image bu f f e r s .
104 //
105 void
106 a l l o  a t e ImageBu f f e r s ( unsigned har *** arpBuf f e r s )
107 {
108 * arpBuf f e r s = new unsigned har * [ BUFFERS ℄ ;
109
110 f o r ( unsigned i = 0 ; i < BUFFERS; i++ )
111 {
112 (* arpBuf f e r s ) [ i ℄ = new unsigned har [ MAX_IMAGE_SIZE ℄ ;
113 }
114 }
115
116 //
117 // dea l l o a te ImageBu f f e r s ( )
118 //
119 // This fun t i on des t roys p r ev i ou s l y a l l o  a t e d image bu f f e r s .
120 //
121 void
122 dea l l o a te ImageBuf f e r s ( unsigned har *** arpBuf f e r s )
123 {
124 i f ( * arpBuf f e r s != NULL )
125 {
126 f o r ( unsigned i = 0 ; i < BUFFERS; i++ )
127 {
128 i f ( (* arpBuf f e r s ) [ i ℄ != NULL )
129 {
130 de l e t e [ ℄ (* arpBuf f e r s ) [ i ℄ ;
131 (* arpBuf f e r s ) [ i ℄ = NULL;
132 }
133 }
134
135 de l e t e [ ℄ * arpBuf f e r s ;
136 * arpBuf f e r s = NULL;
137 }
138 }
139
140
141
142
143 har pFileName [NAME_SIZE℄ ;
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144 har pName [NAME_SIZE℄ ;
145
146 unsigned long seonds ;
147 unsigned long miroseonds ;
148 unsigned long y l e s e onds ;
149 unsigned long y l e ount ;
150
151 //
152 // doGrabLoop ( )
153 //
154 // This fun t i on performs a l l o f the grabbing , p r o  e s s i n g and wr i t ing to
155 // d i sk f u n  t i o n a l i t y o f the so f tware .
156 //
157 i n t
158 doGrabLoop( FlyCaptureContext ontext , har* szNameGrab )
159 {
160 FlyCaptureError e r r o r = FLYCAPTURE_OK;
161 FlyCaptureImagePlus imagePlus = {0} ;
162 unsigned i n t uiPrevSeqNum = 0 ;
163 unsigned i n t u iDe l ta ;
164 unsigned i n t uiMissedImages = 0 ;
165
166
167
168 #i f d e f STREAM_RAW_TO_DISK
169 s p r i n t f ( pFileName , "%s_stream . pgr" , szNameGrab ) ;
170 FILE * pFi l e = : : fopen ( pFileName , "wb" ) ;
171 a s s e r t ( pF i l e != NULL ) ;
172 #end i f
173
174 p r i n t f ( " S t a r t i n g to  grab . . . \ n" ) ;
175
176 i n t iImage = 0 ;
177 unsigned i n t uiImage = 0 ;
178
179 //Main Loop
180
181 whi le ( ! kbhit ( ) )
182 {
183 iImage++;
184
185 e r r o r = : : f lyaptureLokNext ( ontext , &imagePlus ) ;
186
187
188 i f ( uiImage == 0 )
189 {
190 uiPrevSeqNum = imagePlus . uiSeqNum;
191 u iDe l ta = 1 ;
192 }
193 e l s e
194 {
90
195 u iDe l ta = imagePlus . uiSeqNum − uiPrevSeqNum ;
196 }
197
198
199 #i f d e f STREAM_RAW_TO_DISK
200
201 // I have to bu i ld l a t e r a FlyCapture Struture , so need to pass numbers
202
203 // Sent TimeStamp
204
205 : : f w r i t e (&imagePlus . image . timeStamp ,
206 s i z e o f ( imagePlus . image . timeStamp) ,
207 1 ,
208 pFi l e ) ;
209
210
211 // Sent PDATA
212
213 : : f w r i t e ( imagePlus . image . pData ,
214 640*480*2*4 ,
215 1 ,
216 pFi l e ) ;
217
218
219 // Sent ulReserved
220
221 : : f w r i t e (&imagePlus . image . ulReserved ,
222 6 * s i z e o f ( unsigned long ) ,
223 1 ,
224 pFi l e ) ;
225
226
227 #end i f
228
229
230 // Disp lay the image number , the sequene number and the hange in
231 // the sequene number s i n  e the l a s t image .
232 //
233 p r i n t f (
234 "Image %04u :  sq = %03u ,  d = %u\n" ,
235 uiImage ,
236 imagePlus . uiSeqNum ,
237 u iDe l ta ) ;
238
239 i f ( u iDe l ta != 1 )
240 {
241 // we have missed an image .
242 uiMissedImages += uiDe l ta − 1 ;
243 }
244
245 uiPrevSeqNum = imagePlus . uiSeqNum;
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246
247
248 i f ( iImage == 1 )
249 {// I save the f i r s t time to have a r e f e r e n  e
250
251 seonds = imagePlus . image . timeStamp . u lSeonds ;
252 miroseonds = imagePlus . image . timeStamp . ulMiroSeonds ;
253 y l e s e onds = imagePlus . image . timeStamp . u lCy leSeonds ;
254 y l e ount = imagePlus . image . timeStamp . ulCyleCount ;
255 }
256
257
258 //
259 // Release the image as we have f i n i s h e d with i t .
260 //
261
262 e r r o r = : : f l y aptureUn lok ( ontext , imagePlus . u iBu f f e r Index ) ;
263 HANDLE_ERROR( er ro r , " f l yaptureUn lok ( ) " ) ;
264
265 }
266 //End loop
267
268 p r i n t f ( "\nMissed  images  = %u . \ n" , uiMissedImages ) ;
269 r e turn iImage ;
270
271
272 #i f d e f STREAM_RAW_TO_DISK
273 : : f  l o s e ( pF i l e ) ;
274 #end i f
275
276 r e turn 0 ;
277 }
278
279 //======================================================================
280 // Main Program
281 //======================================================================
282 i n t
283 main( i n t arg , har * argv [ ℄ )
284 {
285
286 FlyCaptureContext ontext ;
287 FlyCaptureError e r r o r ;
288 unsigned har ** arpBuf f e r s = NULL;
289 i n t iFramesToGrab = 0 ;
290 time_t rawtime ;
291
292
293
294 // image plus , I prepare a l l the f i e l d s that I am not sending through
295 // the . pgr f i l e .
296
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297 FlyCaptureImagePlus imagePlus2 = {0} ;
298 imagePlus2 . image . pData = new unsigned har [MAX_IMAGE_SIZE ℄ ;
299 imagePlus2 . image . pixelFormat = FLYCAPTURE_RAW16;
300 imagePlus2 . image . iRows = 480 ;
301 imagePlus2 . image . iCo l s = 640 ;
302 imagePlus2 . image . iRowIn = 1280 ;
303 imagePlus2 . image . iNumImages = 2 ;
304 imagePlus2 . image . bSt ippled = 1 ;
305
306 FlyCaptureImage image1 ;
307
308
309 FlyCaptureImage o lor Image2 ;
310 o lor Image2 . pixelFormat = FLYCAPTURE_RAW16;
311 o lor Image2 . pData = new unsigned har [ MAX_IMAGE_SIZE * 3 ℄ ;
312
313
314
315
316 #i f WIN32
317 s t r u  t _timeb t imeStart ;
318 s t r u  t _timeb t imeFin i sh ;
319 #e l s e
320 s t r u  t timeb t imeStart ;
321 s t r u  t timeb t imeFin i sh ;
322 #end i f
323
324 unsigned i n t uiTime ;
325
326
327 // hek ommand−l i n e arguments
328 i f ( arg <2)
329 {
330 p r i n t f ( "%s :  Name More More More\n" , argv [ 0 ℄ ) ;
331 p r i n t f ( "\ t  Name means the name wanted to  be gaven to  t h i s  wrap\n" ) ;
332 r e turn 0 ;
333 }
334
335 //open the f i l e f o r the in fo rmat ion
336 FILE* po in tF i l e ;
337
338 s p r i n t f ( pFileName , "%s_info . txt " , argv [ 1 ℄ ) ;
339 po in tF i l e = fopen ( pFileName , "w+" ) ;
340
341 // wr i t e the f i l e
342
343 f p r i n t f ( po in tF i l e , "\ t−−− %s  −−− \n\n " , argv [ 1 ℄ ) ;
344
345 time ( &rawtime ) ;
346 f p r i n t f ( po in tF i l e , "The grab was taken :  %s " , t ime (&rawtime ) ) ;
347
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348 //
349 // Al l oa te a l l o f the nee s sa ry image bu f f e r s .
350 //
351 a l l o  a t e ImageBu f f e r s ( &arpBuf f e r s ) ;
352
353 //
354 // Create and i n i t i a l i z e the amera ontext
355 //
356 e r r o r = : : f l y aptureCreateContext ( &ontext ) ;
357 HANDLE_ERROR( er ro r , " f l yaptureCreateContext ( ) " ) ;
358
359
360 p r i n t f ( " I n i t i a l i z i n g  amera %u . \ n" , CAMERA_INDEX ) ;
361 e r r o r = : : f l y  a p t u r e I n i t i a l i z e P l u s (
362 ontext ,
363 CAMERA_INDEX,
364 BUFFERS,
365 arpBuf f e r s ) ;
366 HANDLE_ERROR( er ro r , " f l y  a p t u r e I n i t i a l i z e P l u s ( ) " ) ;
367
368
369 //
370 // Reset the amera to de f au l t f a  t o ry s e t t i n g s by a s s e r t i n g b i t 0
371 //
372 e r r o r = f lyaptureSetCameraReg i st er ( ontext , INITIALIZE , 0x80000000 ) ;
373 HANDLE_ERROR( er ro r , " f lyaptureSetCameraReg is t er ( ) " ) ;
374
375 //
376 // Power−up the amera ( f o r ameras that support t h i s f e a tu r e )
377 //
378 e r r o r = f lyaptureSetCameraReg i st er ( ontext , CAMERA_POWER,0 x80000000 ) ;
379 HANDLE_ERROR( er ro r , " f lyaptureSetCameraReg is t er ( ) " ) ;
380
381 //
382 // Turn on Timestamp (0 x01 ) b i t in FRAME_INFO to attah the image
383 // timestamp to the image header .
384 //
385 e r r o r = f lyaptureSetCameraReg i st er ( ontext ,FRAME_INFO,0 x80000001 ) ;
386 HANDLE_ERROR( er ro r , " f lyaptureSetCameraReg i st er ( ) " ) ;
387
388 //
389 // Enable image timestamping
390 //
391 e r r o r = : : f lyaptureSetImageTimestamping ( ontext , t rue ) ;
392 HANDLE_ERROR( er ro r , " f lyaptureSetImageTimestamping ( ) " ) ;
393
394
395 //
396 // Sta r t the amera in e i t h e r LokNext
397 //
398 p r i n t f ( " S t a r t i n g amera . \ n\n" ) ;
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399
400 //For l e s s qua l i ty , i s enough to redue the number o f l i n e s and rows .
401 e r r o r = : : f lyaptureStartLokNextCustomImage ( ontext , 3 , 0 , 0 , 6 4 0 , 480 ,
402 100 , FLYCAPTURE_RAW16) ;
403
404
405
406
407 // //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
408
409 _ftime ( &t imeStart ) ;
410
411 // //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
412
413 // ************
414 // Do grabbing
415 // ************
416
417 iFramesToGrab = doGrabLoop( ontext , argv [ 1 ℄ ) ;
418
419
420 // //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
421
422 _ftime ( &t imeFin i sh ) ;
423
424 uiTime =
425 ( t imeFin i sh . time * 1000 + timeFin i sh . mi l l i tm ) −
426 ( t imeStart . time * 1000 + timeStart . mi l l i tm ) ;
427
428 f l o a t ImPerSe = ( f l o a t ) uiTime / ( f l o a t ) iFramesToGrab ;
429 f l o a t Freq = (1 / ImPerSe )* 1000 ;
430
431 s td : : out << " I t  took  " << uiTime << "ms .  to  grab " << iFramesToGrab
432 << " images .  " << std : : endl ;
433 s td : : out << " ( " << ImPerSe << " ms per  image )  " ;
434 s td : : out << " ( " << Freq << "FHz)  " << std : : endl ;
435
436
437 f p r i n t f ( po in tF i l e , "\n−−F i r s t  Image time in format ion−−\n \nSeonds
438    \%d \nMiroseonds \%d \nCyleSeonds \%d \nCyleCount \%d\n" ,
439 seonds ,
440 miroseonds ,
441 y l e s e onds ,
442 y l e ount ) ;
443
444 f p r i n t f ( po in tF i l e , "\n−−TIME CAPTURE−− \n\n " ) ;
445 f p r i n t f ( po in tF i l e , "Number o f  Frames :  %u \n " , iFramesToGrab ) ;
446 f p r i n t f ( po in tF i l e , " F i l e s  Created  in :  %ums \n " , uiTime ) ;
447 f p r i n t f ( po in tF i l e , "Frames per  Seond :  %e \n " , Freq ) ;
448
449 f  l o s e ( po i n tF i l e ) ;
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450
451 // /////////////////////////////////////////////////
452
453
454 // Stop the amera and des t roy the ontext .
455 //
456 e r r o r = : : f l y aptureStop ( ontext ) ;
457 HANDLE_ERROR( er ro r , " f l yaptureStop ( ) " ) ;
458
459 e r r o r = : : f lyaptureDest royContext ( ontext ) ;
460 HANDLE_ERROR( er ro r , " flyaptureBusEnumerateCameras ( ) " ) ;
461
462 i f ( o lor Image2 . pData != NULL )
463 {
464 de l e t e [ ℄ o lor Image2 . pData ;
465 }
466
467 // : : f  l o s e ( pF i l e2 ) ; // Close the read f i l e
468
469 //
470 // Dea l l o a te the image bu f f e r s .
471 //
472 dea l l o a te ImageBuf f e r s ( &arpBuf f e r s ) ;
473
474 //
475 // Exit the program
476 //
477 p r i n t f ( "Done !   ( h i t  ente r ) " ) ;
478
479 gethar ( ) ;
480 r e turn 0 ;
481 }
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This appendix ontains the program "Separate" developed in this projet.
1
2 //==========================================================================
3 // System In ludes
4 //==========================================================================
5 #in lude <a s s e r t . h>
6 #in lude <s td i o . h>
7 #in lude <iostream>
8
9 //==========================================================================
10 // Pro j e  t In lude s
11 //==========================================================================
12 #in lude " pg r f l y  ap tu r e . h"
13 #in lude " pg r f l y  ap tu r ep l u s . h"
14 //#in lude " t r i  l o p s  o n t e x t . h"
15
16
17
18 //==========================================================================
19 // Maro De f i n i t i o n s
20 //==========================================================================
21 //
22 // Helper ode to handle a FlyCapture e r r o r .
23 //
24 #de f i n e HANDLE_ERROR( er ro r , fun t i on ) \
25 i f ( e r r o r != FLYCAPTURE_OK ) \
26 { \
27 p r i n t f ( "%s :  %s \n" , funt ion , f l y aptureEr ro rToSt r ing ( e r r o r ) ) ; \
28 r e turn −1; \
29 } \
30
31
32 // Maximum s i z e o f expeted ( raw ) image . You must ad jus t t h i s based on
33 // the above videomode . To ensure the bu f f e r i s l a r g e enough to aomodate
34 // padding , add 4096 bytes f o r 1394 a or 8192 bytes f o r 1394b to the image
35 // s i z e ( s e e omments in header f o r more d e t a i l s ) .
36 //
37 #de f i n e MAX_IMAGE_SIZE 640*480 * 2*4
38 // imageCols * imageRows * iS ideBySideImages * 4
39
40
41 //
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42 // Name o f the f i l e s  r ea t ed
43 //
44 #de f i n e NAME_SIZE 30
45
46 //
47 // Reg i s t e r d e f i n e s
48 //
49 #de f i n e INITIALIZE 0x000
50 #de f i n e CAMERA_POWER 0x610
51 #de f i n e FRAME_INFO 0x12F8
52
53
54
55
56
57 //==========================================================================
58 // Main Program
59 //==========================================================================
60 i n t
61 main( i n t arg , har * argv [ ℄ )
62 {
63
64 FlyCaptureContext ontext ;
65 FlyCaptureError e r r o r ;
66 i n t iFramesToGrab = 0 ;
67
68 har pFileName [NAME_SIZE℄ ;
69 // har * s zCa lF i l e = " input .  a l " ;
70
71
72 //
73 // Create the amera ontext to a l l o  a t e the read frames
74 //
75 e r r o r = : : f l y aptureCreateContext ( &ontext ) ;
76 HANDLE_ERROR( er ro r , " f l yaptureCreateContext ( ) " ) ;
77
78 // I n i t i a l i z e the Flyapture  on t ex t s zCa lF i l e
79 e r r o r = f l y  a p t u r e I n i t i a l i z e ( ontext , 0 ) ;
80 HANDLE_ERROR( er ro r , " f l y  a p t u r e I n i t i a l i z e ( ) " ) ;
81
82 /*
83 // Get the amera  a l i b r a t i o n data
84 e r r o r = tr i lopsGetDefau l tContextFromFi l e ( &ontext , s zCa lF i l e ) ;
85
86 HANDLE_ERROR( er ro r , " tr i  lopsGetDefau l tContextFromFi le ( ) : "
87 "Can ' t open  a l i b r a t i o n f i l e " ) ;
88 */
89
90 // image plus
91
92 FlyCaptureImagePlus imagePlus2 = {0} ;
98
93 imagePlus2 . image . pData = new unsigned har [MAX_IMAGE_SIZE ℄ ;
94 imagePlus2 . image . pixelFormat = FLYCAPTURE_RAW16;
95 imagePlus2 . image . iRows = 480 ;
96 imagePlus2 . image . iCo l s = 640 ;
97 imagePlus2 . image . iRowIn = 1280 ;
98 imagePlus2 . image . iNumImages = 2 ;
99 imagePlus2 . image . bSt ippled = 1 ;
100
101
102 FlyCaptureImageFileFormat f i l eFormat1 = FLYCAPTURE_FILEFORMAT_RAW ;
103 FlyCaptureImage * imageToWrite2 = &imagePlus2 . image ;
104
105
106 FlyCaptureImage o lor Image2 ;
107 o lor Image2 . pixelFormat = FLYCAPTURE_RAW16 /*RAW16*/ ;
108 // Should be FLYCAPTURE_RAW16
109 o lor Image2 . pData = new unsigned har [ MAX_IMAGE_SIZE * 3 ℄ ;
110
111 har * s z F i l e S u f f i x = " . raw"/* raw*/ ;
112
113
114 // hek ommand−l i n e arguments
115 i f ( arg <3)
116 {
117 p r i n t f ( "%s :  Name #Frames\n" , argv [ 0 ℄ ) ;
118 p r i n t f ( "\ t  Name means the name wanted to  be gaven to  t h i s  wrap\n" ) ;
119 p r i n t f ( "\ t  #Frames onta ined  in  the . pgr f i l e  ( s e e  NAME_info . txt  F i l e )\n" ) ;
120 r e turn 0 ;
121 }
122 i f ( arg >3)
123 {
124 p r i n t f ( "ONLY:  %s  Name #Frames\n" , argv [ 0 ℄ ) ;
125
126 r e turn 0 ;
127 }
128
129
130
131 /*
132
133 //
134 // Enable image timestamping
135 //
136 e r r o r = : : f lyaptureSetImageTimestamping ( ontext , t rue ) ;
137 HANDLE_ERROR( er ro r , " f lyaptureSetImageTimestamping ( )" ) ;
138 */
139
140 iFramesToGrab = ato i ( argv [ 2 ℄ ) ;
141
142 s p r i n t f ( pFileName , "%s_stream . pgr" , argv [ 1 ℄ ) ;
143 FILE * pFi l e2 = : : fopen ( pFileName , " rb" ) ;
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144 //Reading only , and F i l e po in te r at the beg inning
145
146 i f ( pF i l e2 ==0 )
147 {
148 p r i n t f ( "Are you sure  %s  e x i s t s ?\n" , argv [ 1 ℄ ) ;
149
150 r e turn 0 ;
151 }
152
153
154 f o r ( i n t numImage = 0 ; numImage < iFramesToGrab ; numImage++ )
155 {
156
157
158
159 //Read TimeStamp
160
161 : : f r ead (&imagePlus2 . image . timeStamp ,
162 s i z e o f ( imagePlus2 . image . timeStamp) ,
163 1 ,
164 pFi l e2 ) ;
165
166 //Read PDATA
167
168 : : f r ead ( imagePlus2 . image . pData ,
169 MAX_IMAGE_SIZE,
170 1 ,
171 pFi l e2 ) ;
172
173
174 // Sent ulReserved
175
176 : : f r ead (&imagePlus2 . image . ulReserved ,
177 6 * s i z e o f ( unsigned long ) ,
178 1 ,
179 pFi l e2 ) ;
180
181
182 //Convert images in o l our .
183 e r r o r = : : f lyaptureConvert Image (
184 ontext , &imagePlus2 . image , &o lor Image2 ) ;
185 HANDLE_ERROR( er ro r , " f lyaptureConvert Image ( ) " ) ;
186
187 imageToWrite2 = &olorImage2 ;
188 f i l eFormat1 = FLYCAPTURE_FILEFORMAT_PPM ;
189 s z F i l e S u f f i x = " .ppm" ;
190
191
192 // Prepare the name o f the f i l e s to be  r ea ted
193
194 har szFileName [ 1 0 0 ℄ ;
100
195 s p r i n t f ( szFileName , "%s_%04d%s " , argv [ 1 ℄ , numImage , s z F i l e S u f f i x ) ;
196
197
198 e r r o r = : : f lyaptureSaveImage ( ontext ,
199 imageToWrite2 ,
200 szFileName ,
201 f i l eFormat1 ) ;
202 HANDLE_ERROR( er ro r , " f lyaptureSaveImage ( ) " ) ;
203
204
205 p r i n t f ( " F i l e :  %04u :   r ea ted \n" ,numImage ) ;
206
207
208 }
209 //End loop
210
211 //
212 // Destroy the ontext .
213
214
215 e r r o r = : : f lyaptureDestroyContext ( ontext ) ;
216 HANDLE_ERROR( er ro r , " flyaptureBusEnumerateCameras ( ) " ) ;
217
218
219 i f ( o lor Image2 . pData != NULL )
220 {
221 de l e t e [ ℄ o lor Image2 . pData ;
222 }
223
224 : : f  l o s e ( pF i l e2 ) ; // Close the read f i l e
225
226
227 //
228 // Exit the program
229 //
230 p r i n t f ( "Done !   ( h i t  ente r ) " ) ;
231
232 gethar ( ) ;
233 r e turn 0 ;
234 }
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This appendix ontains the program "Stereo" developed in this projet.
1
2 //==========================================================================
3 // System In ludes
4 //==========================================================================
5 #in lude <s td i o . h>
6 #in lude <s t d l i b . h>
7 #in lude <windows . h>
8 #in lude <time . h>
9
10 #in lude <sys / timeb . h>
11 #in lude <memory . h>
12
13 #in lude <iostream>
14 #in lude <onio . h> // para in te r rumpi r on te l ado
15
16 //==========================================================================
17 // PGR In ludes
18 //==========================================================================
19 #in lude " t r i  l o p s . h"
20 #in lude " pg r f l y  ap tu r e . h"
21 #in lude " p g r f l y  a p t u r e s t e r e o . h"
22 #in lude "pnmuti ls . h"
23
24
25 //==========================================================================
26 // Pro j e  t In lude s
27 //==========================================================================
28
29
30 #de f i n e NAME_SIZE 20
31 #de f i n e MAX_IMAGE_SIZE 640*480*2*4 // imageCols * imageRows* iS ideBySideImages *4
32
33
34 // Maro to hek , r epor t on , and handle Tr i  l op s API e r r o r odes .
35 //
36 #de f i n e _HANDLE_TRICLOPS_ERROR( de s  r i p t i on , e r r o r ) \
37 { \
38 i f ( e r r o r != Tri lopsErrorOk ) \
39 { \
40 p r i n t f ( \
41 "*** Tr i  l op s  Error  '%s '  at  l i n e  %d : \ n\ t%s \n" , \
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42 t r i  l op sE r r o rToS t r i n g ( e r r o r ) , \
43 __LINE__, \
44 d e s  r i p t i o n ) ; \
45 p r i n t f ( " Press  any key to  e x i t . . . \ n" ) ; \
46 gethar ( ) ; \
47 e x i t ( 1 ) ; \
48 } \
49 } \
50
51 //
52 // Maro to hek , r epor t on , and handle D i g i  l op s API e r r o r odes .
53 //
54 #de f i n e _HANDLE_FLYCAPTURE_ERROR( de s  r i p t i on , e r r o r ) \
55 { \
56 i f ( e r r o r != FLYCAPTURE_OK ) \
57 { \
58 p r i n t f ( \
59 "*** Flyapture  Error  '%s '  at  l i n e  %d : \ n\ t%s \n" , \
60 f l y aptureEr ro rToSt r ing ( e r r o r ) , \
61 __LINE__, \
62 d e s  r i p t i o n ) ; \
63 p r i n t f ( " Press  any key to  e x i t . . . \ n" ) ; \
64 gethar ( ) ; \
65 e x i t ( 1 ) ; \
66 } \
67 } \
68
69
70 i n t
71 main( i n t arg , har ** argv )
72
73 {
74
75 // de f au l t grabbing parameters
76 i n t iFramesToGrab = 1 ;
77 // har pName [ 3 0 ℄ ;
78
79 // hek ommand−l i n e arguments
80 i f ( /* arg<=1 | | */ arg <3){
81 p r i n t f ( "%s :Name #frames   More More More\n" , argv [ 0 ℄ ) ;
82 p r i n t f ( "\ t  Name means the name wanted to  be gaven to  t h i s  wrap\n" ) ;
83 p r i n t f ( "\ t  #frames  i s  the number o f  frames  to  grab\n" ) ;
84
85 r e turn 0 ;
86 }
87 i f ( arg >1)
88 {
89 iFramesToGrab = ato i ( argv [ 2 ℄ ) ;
90 p r i n t f ( "  . . .% d frame ( s )  to  onvert . \ n" , iFramesToGrab ) ;
91 }
92
104
93 Tri lopsContext t r i  l o p s ;
94 Tri lopsImage d i spar i ty Image ;
95 Tri lopsImage re f Image ;
96
97 //added L & R
98 Tri lopsImage s t e r eoL ;
99 Tri lopsImage stereoR ;
100 TrilopsPakedColorImage o lor Image ;
101
102 Tr i  l ops Input t r i  l o p s I n pu t ;
103 Tr i  l ops Input o lo r Input ;
104
105 FlyCaptureContext f l y  ap tu r e ;
106 FlyCaptureImage f lyaptureImage ;
107 // FlyCaptureInfoEx pInfo ;
108 FlyCapturePixelFormat pixelFormat ;
109
110
111 Tr i  l opsEr ro r te ;
112 FlyCaptureError f e ;
113
114 i n t iMaxCols = 0 ;
115 i n t iMaxRows = 0 ;
116
117 // har* s zCa lF i l e I n ;
118 // s p r i n t f ( pFileName ,"%s_input .  a l " , argv [ 1 ℄ ) ;
119
120 // har* s zCa lF i l e = pFileName ;
121 har* s zCa lF i l e = " input .  a l " ;
122 // har* szCalFi l eOut ;
123 har pFileName [NAME_SIZE℄ ;
124
125
126 // Open the amera
127 f e = f lyaptureCreateContext ( &f l y  ap tu r e ) ;
128 _HANDLE_FLYCAPTURE_ERROR( " f lyaptureCreateContext ( ) " , f e ) ;
129
130 // I n i t i a l i z e the Flyapture ontext
131 f e = f l y  a p t u r e I n i t i a l i z e ( f l y apture , 0 ) ;
132 _HANDLE_FLYCAPTURE_ERROR( " f l y  a p t u r e I n i t i a l i z e ( ) " , f e ) ;
133
134
135 /*
136 // Save the amera ' s  a l i b r a t i o n f i l e , and re turn the path
137 f e = f lyaptureGetCal ibrat ionFi leFromCamera ( f l yapture , &s zCa lF i l e ) ;
138 _HANDLE_FLYCAPTURE_ERROR( " f lyaptureGetCal ibrat ionFi leFromCamera ( ) " , f e ) ;
139
140 */
141
142 // Create a Tr i  l op s ontext from the ameras  a l i b r a t i o n f i l e
143 te = tr i lopsGetDefau l tContextFromFi l e ( &t r i  l o p s , s zCa lF i l e ) ;
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144 _HANDLE_TRICLOPS_ERROR( " tr i lopsGetDefau l tContextFromFi l e ( ) " , te ) ;
145
146 t r i  l o p s S e tR e s o l u t i o n ( t r i  l o p s , 4 8 0 , 6 40 ) ;
147 // I f wanted more speed , nee s sa ry low the r e s o l u t i o n
148 _HANDLE_TRICLOPS_ERROR( " t r i  l o p s S e tR e s o l u t i o n ( ) " , te ) ;
149
150
151
152 pixelFormat = FLYCAPTURE_RAW16;
153 unsigned long ulValue ;
154 f lyaptureGetCameraRegister ( f l y apture , 0x1F28 , &ulValue ) ;
155
156 // Low−r e s BB2
157 iMaxCols = 640 ;
158 iMaxRows = 480 ;
159
160
161 // Reord the time taken to grab _IMAGES_TO_GRAB images .
162 //
163
164 FlyCaptureImage image ;
165 memset( &image , 0x0 , s i z e o f ( FlyCaptureImage ) ) ;
166
167 //
168 // Pass the name and number o f frames to onvert
169 //
170
171 iFramesToGrab = ato i ( argv [ 2 ℄ ) ;
172
173 s p r i n t f ( pFileName , "%s_stream . pgr" , argv [ 1 ℄ ) ;
174 FILE * pFi l e2 = : : fopen ( pFileName , " rb" ) ;
175 //Reading only , and F i l e po in te r at the beg inning
176
177 i f ( pF i l e2 ==0 )
178 {
179 p r i n t f ( "Are you sure  %s  e x i s t s ?\n" , argv [ 1 ℄ ) ;
180
181 r e turn 0 ;
182 }
183
184 //Loop
185 f o r ( i n t iImage = 0 ; iImage < iFramesToGrab ; iImage++ )
186 {
187 p r i n t f ( " F i l e :  %04u :   r ea ted \n" , iImage ) ;
188
189
190 // //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
191
192 // F i l l the f l y  ap tu r e with the . pgr f i l e
193
194 f lyaptureImage . pData = new unsigned har [MAX_IMAGE_SIZE ℄ ;
106
195 f lyaptureImage . pixelFormat = FLYCAPTURE_RAW16;
196 f lyaptureImage . iRows = 480 ;
197 f lyaptureImage . iCo l s = 640 ;
198 f lyaptureImage . iRowIn = 1280 ;
199 f lyaptureImage . iNumImages = 2 ;
200 f lyaptureImage . bSt ippled = 1 ;
201
202 //Read TimeStamp
203
204 : : f r ead ( &f lyaptureImage . timeStamp ,
205 s i z e o f ( f lyaptureImage . timeStamp) ,
206 1 ,
207 pFi l e2 ) ;
208
209 //Read PDATA
210
211 : : f r ead ( f lyaptureImage . pData ,
212 MAX_IMAGE_SIZE,
213 1 ,
214 pFi l e2 ) ;
215
216
217 // Sent ulReserved
218
219 : : f r ead (&f lyaptureImage . ulReserved ,
220 6 * s i z e o f ( unsigned long ) ,
221 1 ,
222 pFi l e2 ) ;
223
224 // /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
225
226
227 // Extrat in fo rmat ion from the FlyaptureImage
228 i n t imageCols = f lyaptureImage . iCo l s ;
229 i n t imageRows = f lyaptureImage . iRows ;
230 i n t imageRowIn = f lyaptureImage . iRowIn ;
231 i n t iSideBySideImages = f lyaptureImage . iNumImages ;
232 unsigned long timeStampSeonds = f lyaptureImage . timeStamp . u lSeonds ;
233 unsigned long timeStampMiroSeonds = f lyaptureImage . timeStamp .
234 ulMiroSeonds ;
235
236
237 // Create bu f f e r s f o r ho ld ing the mono images
238 unsigned har* rowIntMono =
239 new unsigned har [ imageCols * imageRows * iS ideBySideImages ℄ ;
240
241 // Create bu f f e r s f o r ho ld ing the  o l o r and mono images
242 unsigned har* rowIntColor =
243 new unsigned har [ imageCols * imageRows * iS ideBySideImages * 4 ℄ ;
244
245 // Create a temporary FlyCaptureImage f o r prepar ing the s t e r e o image
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246 FlyCaptureImage tempImage ;
247 tempImage . pData = rowIntMono ;
248
249 FlyCaptureImage tempImage ;
250 tempImage . pData = rowIntColor ;
251
252 // Convert the p i x e l i n t e r l e av ed raw data to row in t e r l e av ed format
253 f e = f lyapturePrepareSter eo Image ( f l yapture , f lyaptureImage ,
254 &tempImage , &tempImage ) ;
255 _HANDLE_FLYCAPTURE_ERROR( " f lyapturePrepareSte reo Image ( ) " , f e ) ;
256
257 // Po inte r s to p o s i t i o n s in the  o l o r bu f f e r that orrespond to the
258 // beg inning o f the red , green and blue s e  t i o n s
259 unsigned har* redColor = NULL;
260 unsigned har* greenColor = NULL;
261 unsigned har* blueColor = NULL;
262
263 redColor = rowIntColor ;
264 i f ( f lyaptureImage . iNumImages == 2)
265 {
266 greenColor = redColor + ( 4 * imageCols ) ;
267 blueColor = redColor + ( 4 * imageCols ) ;
268 }
269 i f ( f lyaptureImage . iNumImages == 3)
270 {
271 greenColor = redColor + ( 4 * imageCols ) ;
272 blueColor = redColor + ( 2 * 4 * imageCols ) ;
273 }
274
275
276 // Po inte r s to p o s i t i o n s in the mono bu f f e r that orrespond to the
277 // beg inning o f the red , green and blue s e  t i o n s
278
279 unsigned har* redMono = NULL;
280 unsigned har* greenMono = NULL;
281 unsigned har* blueMono = NULL;
282
283 redMono = rowIntMono ;
284 i f ( f lyaptureImage . iNumImages == 2)
285 {
286 greenMono = redMono + imageCols ;
287 blueMono = redMono + imageCols ;
288 }
289 i f ( f lyaptureImage . iNumImages == 3)
290 {
291 greenMono = redMono + imageCols ;
292 blueMono = redMono + ( 2 * imageCols ) ;
293 }
294
295
296 // Use the row in t e r l e av ed images to bu i ld up an RGB Tr i  l ops Input .
108
297 // RGB t r i  l o p s input w i l l onta in the 3 raw images (1 from eah amera ) .
298 te = tr i lopsBui ldRGBTri l opsInput (
299 imageCols ,
300 imageRows ,
301 imageRowIn ,
302 timeStampSeonds ,
303 timeStampMiroSeonds ,
304 redMono ,
305 greenMono ,
306 blueMono ,
307 &t r i  l o p s I n pu t ) ;
308 _HANDLE_TRICLOPS_ERROR( " tr i lopsBui ldRGBTri l ops Input ( ) " , te ) ;
309
310 // prueba
311
312 // Ret i f y the images
313 te = t r i  l o p sR e  t i f y ( t r i  l o p s , &t r i  l o p s I n pu t ) ;
314 _HANDLE_TRICLOPS_ERROR( " t r i  l o p sR e  t i f y ( ) " , te ) ;
315
316 // Do s t e r e o p r o  e s s i n g
317 te = t r i  l o p s S t e r e o ( t r i  l o p s ) ;
318 _HANDLE_TRICLOPS_ERROR( " t r i  l o p s S t e r e o ( ) " , te ) ;
319
320
321
322
323 //RIGHT
324 // Use the row in t e r l e av ed images to bu i ld up a paked Tr i  l ops Input .
325 // A paked t r i  l o p s input w i l l onta in a s i n g l e image with 32 bpp .
326 te = tr i  l opsBu i l dPakedTr i  l ops Input (
327 imageCols ,
328 imageRows ,
329 imageRowIn * 4 ,
330 timeStampSeonds ,
331 timeStampMiroSeonds ,
332 redColor ,
333 &o lo r Input ) ;
334 _HANDLE_TRICLOPS_ERROR( " t r i  l opsBu i ldPakedTr i  l ops Input ( ) " , te ) ;
335
336
337 // r e  t i f y the  o l o r image
338 te = tr i  l opsRet i f yPakedCo lo r Image ( t r i  l o p s ,
339 TriCam_REFERENCE,
340 &olorInput ,
341 &olorImage ) ;
342 _HANDLE_TRICLOPS_ERROR( " t r i  l opsRet i f yPakedCo lo r Image ( ) " , te ) ;
343
344 // Save the  o l o r r e  t i f i e d image to f i l e
345
346 //_snprintf_s ( pFileName , NAME_SIZE, "%s_right−r e  t i f i e d :%d .ppm" ,
347 argv [ 2 ℄ , iImage ) ;
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348 s p r i n t f ( pFileName , "%s_right−r e  t i f i e d_%04d .ppm" , argv [ 1 ℄ , iImage ) ;
349 t r i  lopsSavePakedColorImage(&olorImage , pFileName ) ;
350
351
352 //LEFT
353 // Use the row in t e r l e av ed images to bu i ld up a paked Tr i  l ops Input .
354 // A paked t r i  l o p s input w i l l onta in a s i n g l e image with 32 bpp .
355 te = tr i  l opsBu i ldPakedTr i  l ops Input (
356 imageCols ,
357 imageRows ,
358 imageRowIn * 4 ,
359 timeStampSeonds ,
360 timeStampMiroSeonds ,
361 greenColor ,
362 &o lo r Input ) ;
363 _HANDLE_TRICLOPS_ERROR( " t r i  l opsBu i l dPakedTr i  l ops Input ( ) " , te ) ;
364
365
366 // r e  t i f y the  o l o r image
367 te = tr i  l opsRet i f yPakedCo lo r Image ( t r i  l o p s ,
368 TriCam_REFERENCE,
369 &olorInput ,
370 &olorImage ) ;
371 _HANDLE_TRICLOPS_ERROR( " t r i  l opsRet i f yPakedCo lo r Image ( ) " , te ) ;
372
373 // Save the  o l o r r e  t i f i e d image to f i l e
374
375
376 //_snprintf_s ( pFileName , NAME_SIZE, "%s_le f t−r e  t i f i e d :%d .ppm" ,
377 // argv [ 2 ℄ , iImage ) ;
378 s p r i n t f ( pFileName , "%s_le f t−r e  t i f i e d_%04d .ppm" , argv [ 1 ℄ , iImage ) ;
379 t r i  lopsSavePakedColorImage(&olorImage , pFileName ) ;
380
381
382
383 // Ret r i eve the d i s p a r i t y image from the t r i  l o p s ontext
384
385 te = tr i  l opsGet Image ( t r i  l o p s , TriImg_DISPARITY , TriCam_REFERENCE,
386 &di spar i ty Image ) ;
387 _HANDLE_TRICLOPS_ERROR( " t r i  l opsGet Image ( ) " , te ) ;
388
389 // Save the d i s p a r i t y and r e f e r e n  e images
390 //_snprintf_s ( pFileName , NAME_SIZE, "%s_di spar i ty%d .pgm" ,
391 // argv [ 2 ℄ , iImage ) ;
392
393 s p r i n t f ( pFileName , "%s_disparity_%04d .pgm" , argv [ 1 ℄ , iImage ) ;
394 te = tr i  l opsSave Image ( &dispar i tyImage , pFileName ) ;
395 _HANDLE_TRICLOPS_ERROR( " t r i  l opsSave Image ( ) " , te ) ;
396
397
398
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399 // Ret r i eve the Ste r eo image from the t r i  l o p s ontext , TEST L
400 te = tr i  l opsGet Image ( t r i  l o p s , TriImg_RAW, TriCam_LEFT , &ste r eoL ) ;
401 _HANDLE_TRICLOPS_ERROR( " t r i  l opsGet Image ( ) " , te ) ;
402
403 // Save the LEFT and RIGHT images
404 //_snprintf_s ( pFileName , NAME_SIZE, "%s_LEFT%d .pgm" , argv [ 2 ℄ , iImage ) ;
405
406 s p r i n t f ( pFileName , "%s_LEFT_%04d .pgm" , argv [ 1 ℄ , iImage ) ;
407 te = tr i  l opsSave Image ( &stereoL , pFileName ) ;
408 _HANDLE_TRICLOPS_ERROR( " t r i  l opsSave Image ( ) " , te ) ;
409
410
411
412 // Ret r i eve the Ste r eo image from the t r i  l o p s ontext ,
413 te = tr i  l opsGet Image ( t r i  l o p s , TriImg_RAW, TriCam_RIGHT, &stereoR ) ;
414 _HANDLE_TRICLOPS_ERROR( " t r i  l opsGet Image ( ) " , te ) ;
415
416 //_snprintf_s ( pFileName , NAME_SIZE, "%s_RIGHT%d .pgm" , argv [ 2 ℄ , iImage ) ;
417
418 s p r i n t f ( pFileName , "%s_RIGHT_%04d .pgm" , argv [ 1 ℄ , iImage ) ;
419 te = tr i  l opsSave Image ( &stereoR , pFileName ) ;
420 _HANDLE_TRICLOPS_ERROR( " t r i  l opsSave Image ( ) " , te ) ;
421
422
423
424
425 // Ret r i eve the r e  t i f i e d image from the t r i  l o p s ontext
426 te = tr i  l opsGet Image ( t r i  l o p s , TriImg_RECTIFIED , TriCam_REFERENCE,
427 &ref Image ) ;
428 _HANDLE_TRICLOPS_ERROR( " t r i  l opsGet Image ( ) " , te ) ;
429
430 //_snprintf_s ( pFileName , NAME_SIZE, "%s_re f e r ene%d .pgm" ,
431 // argv [ 2 ℄ , iImage ) ;
432
433 s p r i n t f ( pFileName , "%s_referene_%04d .pgm" , argv [ 1 ℄ , iImage ) ;
434 te = tr i  l opsSave Image ( &refImage , pFileName ) ;
435 _HANDLE_TRICLOPS_ERROR( " t r i  l opsSave Image ( ) " , te ) ;
436
437
438 // Delete the image bu f f e r
439 // Delete the image bu f f e r , i t i s not needed one the Tr i  l ops Input
440 // has been bu i l t
441
442 de l e t e rowIntColor ;
443 redColor = NULL;
444 greenColor = NULL;
445 blueColor = NULL;
446
447 // de l e t e rowIntMono ;
448 redMono = NULL;
449 greenMono = NULL;
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450 blueMono = NULL;
451
452
453 // END LOOP! ! !
454 }
455
456 s td : : out << "Prueba dos" << std : : endl ;
457
458
459 //  l o s e the f i l e
460 f  l o s e ( pF i l e2 ) ;
461
462 f e = f lyaptureDestroyContext ( f l y  ap tu r e ) ;
463 _HANDLE_FLYCAPTURE_ERROR( " f lyaptureDestroyContext ( ) " , f e ) ;
464
465 // Destroy the Tr i  l op s ontext
466
467 te = tr i  l opsDes t royContext ( t r i  l o p s ) ;
468 _HANDLE_TRICLOPS_ERROR( " t r i  l opsDes t royContext ( ) " , te ) ;
469
470 s td : : out << "Prueba  ino " << std : : endl ;
471
472 p r i n t f ( "Done !   ( h i t  ente r ) " ) ;
473
474 gethar ( ) ;
475 r e turn 0 ;
476
477 }
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This appendix ontains the le "Input.al", developed by PGR [Poi07℄. It ontains
the alibration le needed for the lens distortion and amera misalignments orre-
tion.
Version "Loarno 3.0"
BuildNumber 3002
Produt bumblebee
SerialNumber 7160129
PartID BB2-03S2C-38
SensorResolution 640 480
Date 30-May-2007 16:20:12
Debug off
Resolution 240 320
LowPass on
Retify on
EdgeCorrelation on
DoStereo on
EdgeMaskSize 7
StereoMaskSize 11
Disparity 0 64
DisparityMappingOn off
DisparityMapping 0 64
TextureValidation on
TextureValidationThreshold 0.2
TextureValidationMapping 255
UniqueValidation off
UniqueValidationThreshold 0.8
UniqueValidationMapping 254
SubPixelInterpolate off
StritSubpixelValidation off
SurfaeValidation on
SurfaeValidationMapping 253
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SurfaeValidationDifferene 1
SurfaeValidationSize 200
CameraConfiguration 2CameraHorizontal
FoalLength 0.773338 1.03112
ImageCenter 0.507732 0.504027
BaseLine 0.120496
ShearAngle 90
SkewingMatrix 1 -1.06385e-18 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
UnskewingMatrix 1 1.06385e-18 0 0 0 1 0 0 -0 -0 1 0 0 0 0 1
BeginCamera
Id 0
Channel red
Position 0 0 0
Gain 1
Warp 0 1
IWarp 6 7
EndCamera
BeginCamera
Id 1
Channel green
Position -1 0 0
Gain 1
Warp 2 3
IWarp 8 9
EndCamera
BeginWarp
Id 0
NumberKnots 13
KnotsX 0 0 0 0 0.166667 0.333333 0.5 0.666667 0.833333 1 1 1 1
KnotsY 0 0 0 0 0.166667 0.333333 0.5 0.666667 0.833333 1 1 1 1
NumberCoefs 9 9
Coefs
0.0566176 0.0514612 0.0422033 0.0332136 0.0304744 0.0344969
0.0447529 0.054831 0.0603878 0.0961111 0.0910996 0.0820668
0.0732664 0.0706026 0.0745963 0.084705 0.0945807 0.100003
0.18221 0.177741 0.169624 0.161682 0.159347 0.16312
0.172465 0.181473 0.186374 0.332475 0.329862 0.325132
0.320696 0.319697 0.322342 0.328352 0.334052 0.337125
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0.496801 0.496817 0.496923 0.497384 0.498165 0.49923
0.500515 0.501454 0.501925 0.661919 0.664602 0.669606
0.674985 0.677524 0.67697 0.673456 0.66955 0.667373
0.814196 0.81884 0.827417 0.836449 0.840316 0.838478
0.831341 0.823878 0.819748 0.90189 0.907149 0.916776
0.926788 0.930978 0.928773 0.920624 0.9121 0.907353
0.942119 0.947551 0.957452 0.967688 0.971938 0.969641
0.961243 0.952437 0.947515
EndWarp
BeginWarp
Id 1
NumberKnots 12
KnotsX 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1 1 1
KnotsY 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1 1 1
NumberCoefs 8 8
Coefs
0.0648968 0.117547 0.229509 0.41256 0.601476 0.784796
0.897039 0.949833 0.0532378 0.106753 0.221049 0.409163
0.603783 0.792215 0.906845 0.960528 0.0307077 0.0857306
0.204292 0.402275 0.608266 0.806692 0.925713 0.980966
0.00860604 0.0649137 0.187496 0.394923 0.61153 0.819581
0.942836 0.99948 0.00617887 0.062479 0.185121 0.39277
0.609648 0.818031 0.941484 0.998196 0.0239524 0.078939
0.197586 0.396119 0.602907 0.802184 0.921644 0.977056
0.044428 0.0978894 0.212242 0.400934 0.596446 0.785803
0.9009 0.95476 0.0552545 0.107844 0.219848 0.40345
0.59323 0.777455 0.890162 0.943133
EndWarp
BeginWarp
Id 2
NumberKnots 13
KnotsX 0 0 0 0 0.166667 0.333333 0.5 0.666667 0.833333 1 1 1 1
KnotsY 0 0 0 0 0.166667 0.333333 0.5 0.666667 0.833333 1 1 1 1
NumberCoefs 9 9
Coefs
0.0539065 0.0485943 0.0390054 0.0294561 0.0260896 0.0294299
0.0389884 0.0486219 0.0539663 0.0930891 0.0879222 0.0785597
0.0691982 0.0658957 0.0691834 0.0785652 0.0879795 0.0931822
0.178569 0.173948 0.165511 0.157019 0.154029 0.157043
0.165591 0.174099 0.178764 0.327824 0.325059 0.320009
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0.315018 0.313339 0.315172 0.320318 0.325484 0.32831
0.490962 0.490797 0.490509 0.490289 0.490318 0.490598
0.491111 0.491575 0.491823 0.654812 0.657284 0.66182
0.666399 0.668134 0.666853 0.662696 0.658396 0.656027
0.805885 0.810318 0.818436 0.826701 0.829799 0.827261
0.8195 0.811653 0.807336 0.892806 0.897864 0.907058
0.91636 0.919828 0.916939 0.908157 0.899243 0.894307
0.932651 0.937886 0.947365 0.956914 0.960463 0.957492
0.948464 0.939268 0.934157
EndWarp
BeginWarp
Id 3
NumberKnots 12
KnotsX 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1 1 1
KnotsY 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1 1 1
NumberCoefs 8 8
Coefs
0.0533932 0.105543 0.216502 0.398047 0.585497 0.767455
0.878868 0.931256 0.0420995 0.0951185 0.208419 0.395012
0.588132 0.775186 0.888992 0.942274 0.0203966 0.0749393
0.192532 0.388958 0.593352 0.790351 0.90856 0.963418
-0.000152816 0.0557329 0.177464 0.383254 0.597964 0.80442
0.9269 0.983165 -0.00108185 0.0548348 0.176696 0.382764
0.597747 0.804498 0.927136 0.983447 0.0179255 0.0725311
0.190393 0.387533 0.592755 0.790526 0.909074 0.964034
0.0391244 0.0922094 0.205786 0.393169 0.587248 0.775161
0.889323 0.942716 0.0502842 0.1025 0.213732 0.396056
0.584452 0.767259 0.879028 0.931528
EndWarp
BeginWarp
Id 6
NumberKnots 13
KnotsX 0 0 0 0 0.166667 0.333333 0.5 0.666667 0.833333 1 1 1 1
KnotsY 0 0 0 0 0.166667 0.333333 0.5 0.666667 0.833333 1 1 1 1
NumberCoefs 9 9
Coefs
-0.100793 -0.0872019 -0.0659374 -0.0483877 -0.0430865 -0.049345
-0.0678599 -0.0897927 -0.103735 -0.00931055 0.00193913 0.0194384
0.0337295 0.0379375 0.032676 0.0173187 -0.000922349 -0.0125629
0.14574 0.153114 0.164434 0.173435 0.175876 0.172217
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0.161975 0.149781 0.141945 0.333845 0.33706 0.341884
0.345468 0.346118 0.344057 0.339016 0.333144 0.329366
0.503225 0.503138 0.502898 0.502365 0.501663 0.500773
0.499637 0.498646 0.498065 0.671937 0.668577 0.663328
0.658726 0.656677 0.656911 0.659583 0.663373 0.66593
0.857714 0.850268 0.838659 0.828756 0.824914 0.826607
0.834196 0.844025 0.850481 1.00963 0.998339 0.980623
0.965488 0.959843 0.962982 0.975405 0.991022 1.00114
1.09909 1.08545 1.06396 1.04555 1.03877 1.04282
1.05826 1.07744 1.0898
EndWarp
BeginWarp
Id 7
NumberKnots 12
KnotsX 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1 1 1
KnotsY 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1 1 1
NumberCoefs 8 8
Coefs
-0.111132 -0.0142143 0.158409 0.384281 0.599703 0.823991
0.994217 1.08946 -0.0807892 0.0110361 0.174901 0.390259
0.596102 0.810052 0.97176 1.06206 -0.0381283 0.0463047
0.1977 0.398604 0.591504 0.791276 0.940896 1.02405
-0.00982621 0.0695923 0.21275 0.404593 0.589609 0.78055
0.922254 1.00061 -0.00742937 0.0718237 0.214725 0.406356
0.591246 0.782056 0.923627 1.0019 -0.0303607 0.0535436
0.20408 0.404181 0.596543 0.795795 0.944972 1.02788
-0.0683701 0.0226569 0.185141 0.399046 0.603819 0.816803
0.977837 1.06782 -0.0960316 -2.60759e-05 0.170959 0.395008
0.609043 0.832126 1.0016 1.09653
EndWarp
BeginWarp
Id 8
NumberKnots 13
KnotsX 0 0 0 0 0.166667 0.333333 0.5 0.666667 0.833333 1 1 1 1
KnotsY 0 0 0 0 0.166667 0.333333 0.5 0.666667 0.833333 1 1 1 1
NumberCoefs 9 9
Coefs
-0.0949191 -0.0812127 -0.0598453 -0.042297 -0.0370389 -0.0433847
-0.0621399 -0.0844757 -0.0987308 -0.00336446 0.00795363 0.0255008
0.0397989 0.0440492 0.0388646 0.0235263 0.00513985 -0.00665548
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0.151403 0.158802 0.170141 0.179219 0.181861 0.178527
0.168675 0.156709 0.148951 0.339274 0.342542 0.347479
0.351331 0.352386 0.350875 0.346519 0.341181 0.337686
0.509077 0.509096 0.509106 0.509052 0.508939 0.508766
0.50852 0.508287 0.508146 0.678956 0.675729 0.670817
0.666864 0.665584 0.666741 0.670586 0.675445 0.678651
0.86706 0.859692 0.848375 0.839202 0.83633 0.839287
0.848592 0.860055 0.867518 1.02225 1.01092 0.993327
0.978888 0.974384 0.97918 0.993977 1.01189 1.02342
1.11427 1.10049 1.07901 1.06126 1.05572 1.06168
1.07993 1.10185 1.11588
EndWarp
BeginWarp
Id 9
NumberKnots 12
KnotsX 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1 1 1
KnotsY 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1 1 1
NumberCoefs 8 8
Coefs
-0.0939755 0.00266982 0.174766 0.400608 0.61709 0.843939
1.01759 1.11535 -0.0647954 0.0267044 0.190003 0.405341
0.612193 0.828455 0.9932 1.08574 -0.024451 0.0596546
0.210575 0.411688 0.605724 0.807629 0.959818 1.04485
0.000895498 0.0801208 0.223101 0.415592 0.602075 0.795261
0.939383 1.01946 0.000860793 0.0801329 0.223197 0.415822
0.602448 0.795781 0.940008 1.02014 -0.0245516 0.059718
0.21091 0.412419 0.606873 0.809221 0.961756 1.04701
-0.0650871 0.026735 0.190527 0.406486 0.613969 0.83094
0.996313 1.08927 -0.0945623 0.00254655 0.175334 0.401985
0.619268 0.847043 1.02156 1.1199
EndWarp
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